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Howard to
Launch $250
Million Capital
Campaign
Tomorrow

•

un-o

By COREY CUNNINGHAM AND
DERRICK NAYO

Hintop Staff Writers
Howard University President H.
Patrick Swygert win launch the
University's $250 minion Capital
Campaign at theCharter Day dinner tomorrow at the Hilton Washington Hotel.
The money win fund Swygert's
Strategic Framework for Action II,
which includes a new engineering
building, school of communications, and a new athletic facility.
"The University has an aggressive
strategy to solicit support," Dr.
Franklin Chambers, special assistant to the president, said, "Everyone is a potential donor, and I
think anyone who comes in contact with the University has the
potential to give."
The campaign comes a year
after the University raised more
than $ 10 minion at last years
event with donations from J.C.
Hayward and a $5 million pledge
from Board of Trustee Chairman
Frank Savage.
''This year, we expect to exceed
that goal," Swygert said in an
issue of the Capstone. "And in
fact, the momentum is already
building. Our team of chairpersons has already done a tremendous job in making this dinner our

Faces of Howard

Goodwin Goes
Extra Mile For
Students
By MAKEBRA ,-,,~-=---~
ANDERSON

Hilltop Staff
Writer

t five o'clock most of the
faculty at Howard University have already gone
home for the evening, but Daniel
Goodwin, acting assistant dean, is
just getting started; for him dealing
with student's lives and activities is
a 24-hour job.
Goodwin had a stroke in 1998
that almost took his life; however,
after making a full recovery he
returned to the University and now
considers his job a ministry.
"I suffered from a stroke in 1998,
and after my rehabilitation I saw to
return to Howard although people
thought I was crazy," Goodwin said.
"At that point I knew there was a
reason I was at Howard that is bigger than me because I could have
remained in corporate America."
As the assistant dean Goodwin is
responsible for planning freshman
Please Goodwin,B2
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Howard Wins Trustee Spot With 73 Percent of the Vote
By COREY CUNNINGHAM
Campus Editor

None of the three slates for the
HUSA President and Vice-President
positions received the necessary 51
percent of the vote Wednesday to be
named the winner, resulting in a run
off between the Genia Wright of the
Legacy slate and Cornen Williamson
of the Awakening campaign.
For undergraduate trustee, Jaha
Howard, a junior chemistry major,
won with 73 percent of the vote to
claim victory of Justin Hansford's
Black Star Campaign.
According to the HUSA constitution HUSA candidates must have
received majority of the 1632 votes
cast to officially win the elections, or
there will have to be a run-off.
HUSA slates LEGACY and AWAKENING will now move into the next
level of the voting.
Howard's platform FOCUS stressed
his flexibility, goals for the future, and
his commitment to the university. In
Howard's platform he promoted his
ideas for a new center for African

American research and a partnership
with a local gym.
"Howard needs to be the place
where African Americans can fmd
unbiased information on issues that
we face," Howard said at the Drew
HalJ speak-out, ''The job of the board
of trustees is to look to the future and
this is a project that needs to be
undertaken."
Howard also plans to release a
booklet that describes the job of
trustee and includes a bio of alJ of the
other board me mbers. He also plans
to keep in constant contact with the
student body.
"Visibility is my major goal,"
Howard said, "I want to be available
for students anytime. If they have
problems that I can address I want to
be available so I can take their concerns to the board."
The LEGACY slate won 694 votes,
while the AWAKENING received
600 votes. Each slate will have a
week to campaign and gain more
voter support.
While the ENVISION slate only
won a little more than 300 votes, they
still plan to work closely with whoev-

HUSA Candidates Genia Wright and Alexi Casillas of the Legacy Slate and Cornell Williamson and Nicole Merritt of the A,vakening Slate

er wins the final HUSA elections.
"We are not in this elections for the
position," said Kareem Shabazz
ENVISION vice-presidential candidate, "We have a love for Howard and
want to see it improve. We are willing to work with whoever wins."
On the local election scene the presidents of the various school
included Ashley McFarlin for the

most successful ever. There could
be no more appropriate launch fur

our capital campaign."
The campaign comes after heavy
Please See Campaign,B2
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Da:,r Add1ess

hair man and CEO of Fannie Mae Corporation,
Franklin Raines will deliver the University's

135 th Charter Day Address today, at 11 am in
Cramton Auditorium. Raines is a trailblazer in business leading the world's largest non-bank financial
service company and the largest source of financing
for home mortgages in the country, since Jan 1, 1999.
As chairman and CEO of Fannie Mae, Raines has
made many efforts to help and assist the AfricanAmerican and underprivileged communities. Raines
hopes for Fannie Mae to provide funds to underserved families and communities. This venture will
help knock down the barriers to homeownership
threatened by high down payments, lack of income
and consumer knowledge and past credit problems,
he said.
Raines who worked under President Bill Clinton's
cabinet and held the position of director of the office
of Management and Budget was appointed, in May
I 998 as CEO designate of the company by the board
of directors. Raines held the position of Vice Chairman of Fannie Mae from 1991-1996.
Groundbreaking in the political forefronts, he held
dual positions as the Office of Management and Budget and assistant director of the White House Domestic Policy Staff from 1977 to 1979 under the Carter
administration. He still serves on various boards
from AOL Time Warner Inc to the National Urban
League.

school of Communications and
Xavier Carter for the school of Business, Peter Taylor, for school of
Divinity, Daphnee Duet for college of
Allied Health, Rashadd Hines for
CEACS, and Diara Andrews for
school of Law.
The conege of Arts and Sciences
will be having a run-off between
Brian Woodward and Jacques Purvis

for president. Rey Castillo and Jason
Ravin will be running for the position
of vice-president.
The run-offs will be held on
Wednesday, each candidate will be
expected to observe the same rules
that applied to the first elections.
Student will be able vote in the
same locations that they voted in
the primary election.

Bison Advance to Semi-finals
With 71-52 Victory Over
Wildcats
By Aisha Chaney
Hilltop Staff Writer

Fannie Mae CEO Franklin Raines

speakers include NAACP President and CEO Kwesi
Mfume, UNCF President and CEO Winiam H. Gray
Ill and last year's speaker, historian John Hope
Franklin.

For Howard's 135 th Charter Day, Raines joins the
University in their celebration of conception. Past

It was a total team effort yesterday as the Howard University
men's
basketban team rolled past the
Bethune Coolanan Wildcats 7152, in the quarter finals round of
the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference Tournament at the Richmond Coliseum.
With the win, the Bison
improve their overall record to
17-12 and advance to the semifinals round, while the Wildcats
end their season and head back to
Daytona Beach with a record of
12-17. This is the first time the
Bison have made it to the semifinals since 1992 when they won
the tournament and it's their first
play-off win in four years.
Bethune Cookman's first basket
didn't come until six minutes into
the game, as the Bison got out to
an early 9-0 lead.
"Getting out to that early lead
took a lot of pressure off of us and
it
really gave us the energy and the

Bison Guard Johnathan Stokes

focus that we needed to start off
the
game," said junior guard Kyle
Winiams, who finished the game
with 14
points and seven rebounds.
The Bison had a near perfect first
half, holding the MEAC's leading
Please See Bison, B6

Provost Taking Aim at Interim/Acting Administrative Positions
Student Affairs Position Subject of Roundtable Discussion
BY COREY CUNNINGHAM AND
AKEYA S. DICKSON

Hintop Editors
After taking the helm last spring, Provost and Chief Academic Officer A. Toy Caldwen-Colbert vowed to permanently
fill the several interim/acting administrative positions at the
University.
Almost a year later, the
provost has kept pace with her
promise, hiring a new financial
aid director, vice provost for
administrative services and two
-Check out our rrwment associate provosts. Caldwenin
Howard Colbert is now in engaged in a
history. ..... A2
lengthy search for a vice-provost
-Former D.C. Mayor of student affairs, which she
makes City Council expects to conclude by the end
of the semester.
run..... AS
Search committees, which
have student and faculty repre-Nas come to the 9:30 sentatives, have been established
clubt..... B1
to fin the student affairs post as
well as the law school dean position .

"The University's academic affairs team is beginning to
shape up to provide the leadership necessary for us to promote
the agenda that will position us to move from a Tier II to a
Tier I level," she said.
The provost is also involved in searchers for the·Director for
the Center for Excenence in Teaching Learning and Assessment and the vice-provost of information technology, she said.
"These are all key positions for keeping the University on
track in reaching the goals outlined in the Strategic Framework for Action II and related initiatives from the office of the
provost that support SFAII," Caldwen-Colbert said.
A roundtable discussion was held Wednesday to discuss the
vice provost of student affairs position, giving students and
administrators the opportunity to express concerns about the
position. The meeting quickly turned into a forum for administrators to talk about job security and communication breakdown.
"In the past, newcomers to the Howard administration usually con1e in and meet with the top-level officials, but rarely
communicate with the people who actually interact with the
students," said Terrence Samuels, Acting Director of Student
Activities.
Administrators including Roberta McLeod, di.rector of the
Blackburn Center, Belinda Lightfoot-Watkins, acting dean of
Student Life and Activities, Rasheem-Ameid Rooke, Assis-

tant Director of Student Activities and others were present as
Caldwell Colbert explained her vision for the position.
" The new Vice Provost win be in charge of making sure
that an acting and interim positions are filled, making sure
that an offices underneath his authority are functioning to the
best efficiency, and dealing with problems that students face
everyday such as housing, meal plan issues, and other student
affairs," said Caldwell-Colbert.
Please See Provost, A4
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What is an issue
that should be
addressed by the
University
President before
the end of the
school year?
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Stephanie Crouch
Hilltop Staff Writer
His voice first told the story of a strenuous process that took
nearly five years. But finally with the right staff and a concrete proposal, the Howard University's college of Engineering, Architecture, and Computer Science have made a giant
leap into the future this semester by adopting Computer Engi.
.
neer1ng as a maJor.
Department of Electrical Engineering Chair Mohammed
Chouikha announced that the ~allege has official adapted a
new Bachelors of Science program in Computer Engineering.
Computer engineering, combines knowledge and principles
of binary logic, electrical and integrated systems to the design
and build digital computers and systems. Officials hope that
students graduating from this major will not only have state
of the art knowledge and understanding on software tools, but
also on theoretical concepts used in computer engineering concepts. Students who graduate from this program will be
expected to enter the work force as leaders for America.
Students hoping to graduate from this major must complete
126 credit hours including core courses in Computer Engineering, Systems and Computer Science and Liberal Arts.
Elective courses in the major includes; African American Stud-

ies, Humanities/Social Sciences, and Electrical Engineering.
According to Chouikha the idea of introducing Computer
Engineering has been in the making for a long time. Besides
Chouikha, adjunct Assistant professor of Electrical Engineering Ahmed Jendoubi, and Associate professor of Electrical Engineer Clay Gloster can be credited for creating and
applying the proper implications new the program needed.
However by special request the department is requesting that
the Board of Trustees allow currently enrolled students to enroll
in the new program. To compensate this request, the team of
faculty has created a curriculum that enables both Electrical
Engineers and Systems and Computer Science major to transfer to Computer engineering with relative ease.
Department of Systems and Computer Sciences chair Ronald
J. Leach has a positive outlook on the new program. "I think
the Computer Engineering program is needed to move the university to the next level. "Not only will it have a positive effect
on the newly Electrical and Computer Engineering department
(formally Electrical Department) but also on enrollment and
systems and computer science. This is due to the central position of software endeavors, including systems like Banner and
World Wide Web," he added.
Chouikha also has high hopes for the program. "As a University research institution, the addition of the new major will

open another level of research and instruction for the University," he said. "Plus computer engineering will serve as a linkage between computer science and electrical engineering
which will open a door to a whole other industry for students."
Students were also optimistic about the new program.
"Computer engineering will have a positive impact on its students," sophomore computer science major Brian Galloway
said. "Electrical engineers focus more so on the hardware
whereas computer science major's field is limited to software.
Computer engineer seems to combine the best of both worlds,"
he added.
However other students worry about the other effect Computer Engineering will have on the school of Engineering.
"With the adoption of Computer Engineering, the School of
Engineering is not only emerging into the University's eye, but
also the public's," sophomore Chemical Engineer major
Raiquel Cole said. "Other university's have Computer Engineering for a while, now we're finally stepping up."
Currently professors in areas such as Digital Systems and
Microprocessors are conducting lectures in Computer Engineering but the department will soon appoint new qualified
staff members.

Lloyd Freeman
Sophomore

rate

International Business

"We need to get the housing situation addressed before the end
of the school year because there
are a lot of people who do not
know if they will have housing.

es o
BY CAPRICIA WILLIAMS

Contributing Writer
In a room filled to capacity, The Ladies of Alpha Chapter,
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. presented Black HIS-Story:
Celebrations the Greatness of Our Men.
The open discussion featured questions such as: How can we
appreciate black men more? And what is the biggest factor that
Black men think Black women don't understand?

•

Jason Schwartz
Sophomore
COBIS
"I think the dormorities and
housing need to be taken care
of."

"Earlier this year we have women's appreciation week," said
Lauren Williams a senior marketing major, "That inspired the

idea of appreciation men. No one takes the time to say thank
you. It is important for us to learn to communicate"
The night also featured poems and a song performed by
Cecelia Jones. However the highlight of the night was the tributes. Women and men came before the crowd and spoke on
the men that affected their lives.
"My favorite part was the personal tributes," said Aurellia

ents
Contributing Writer

Jamal Brooks
Senior
International Business
"Tutition increases because they
do it every year."

In the heart of Howard's educational atmosphere lies
another foundation that targets the betterment of the younger
generation.
CRESPAR, which stands for Center for Research on the Education of Students Placed at Risk, is based on upon the intense
research "team" or partnership between Howard University and
Johns Hopkins University, located in Baltimore, Maryland.
The program is modeled after the Talent Development programs. The development program was noted in a study that
involved six poverty stricken middle schools within the
Philadelphia public school system.
Over a period of three years, there was an obvious improvement in academic performance, personal establishments
between the teachers and students, and persisting teachers
becoming not only motivators, but also an example.
With the support of the National Institute on the Education
of At-Risk Students (At-Risk Institute), both universities highly promote the research and enhancement of skill enrichment
projects that will target the main problem or concern of a child's
learning experience.
"Our motto will work!" Darla Scott, a Howard graduate and
Research assistant for CRESPAR Talent Development Program
said, " ... and CRESPAR's job desire is to work with the children with academic problems and children in general."
CRESPAR has established their base in the Southeast section

•

Makia Kambon
Freshman
Psychology
"Registration and housing."

Stephanie Holland
Freshman
Radio, TV, Film
"Security."

see that it was genuine and sincere."

Most of those in attendance felt as if the program was successful in bringing men and women together.
"I feel this [event] is enlightening. I am happy to see so many
black men come out and give their input," said Shawntel

Havert, sophomore public relations major, "At Howard there

is a stigma about relationships. It is always good to reduce
,,
them,
Many of the men who participated in the dialogue admitted
to liking the gesture of appreciation.
"It was inspirational. It makes black men want to be better.
It feels good to be appreciated," said Alex Bean a sophomore

oments lll
istor
hylicia Rashad was born Phylicia AyersAllen on June 19, 1948 in Houston, Texas.
As a young person, Rashad participated in
the glee club, majorette squad an orchestra, all of
which prepared for her successful career as an
actress. Rashad attended Howard University, where
she graduated magna cum laude in 1970. She then
traveled to New York, where she worked in theater
as an actress in productions like "The Cherry
Orchard" and "Weep Not for Me." Rashad ended
her marriage to William Lancelot Bowles, Jr. in
1975, later marrying Victor Willis of the Village
People in 1978. During this time, she appeared in

information systems and analysis major.
"It is important that every person to know that they are appreciated. If you keep feeding negativity to someone their self
esteem is going to be that way," said Anderson, "We need to
learn to treat people better."
Others saw this forum as an opportunity to get in touch with
the feelings of the others sex.
"When men and women can sit down and appreciate each
other it creates a spark that is needed to blaze the trail for more
cohesive relationships," senior English major, Olu Burrell, said.
The sorority plans on doing more events like this one includ-

ing one during health week on healthy relationships.
"It is nice for males and females to have a forum for dialog.
Often we argue with the opposite sex without understanding
what the problem truly is," said Deirdre Shelton a graduating
seruor.

ers

ecome

BY TIFFANY REYNOLDS

Vanessa Watson
Sophomore
Biology/Pre-Med
"I would say housing."

Anderson a senior psychology and English major, "You never
know how strong your feelings are until you voice them out
loud."
Echoing Anderson, Assistant Director of Student Affairs
Rasheem-Ameid Rooke said, "When the ladies and gentlemen
came up and read the poetry and did the tributes, you could

of DC. This is an area where many of the younger generation
are expected to have limitations against their future endeavors,
whether academically or socially.
CRESPAR's motto, "Every child has the capacity to succeed
in school and in life, " has reached two particular schools,
Ketchum Elementary and Winston School.
" I like working with CRESPAR, because I copy words and
letters, and make pictures." Victoria Sullivan, a first grader at
Ketcham Elementary School, shyly said.
Sullivan is an exemplary student of both Ketcham and CRESPAR, and is displaying signs of motivation and determination.
Although Victoria is just learning her alphabet, CRESPAR
is working to resolve academic challenges in the early stages
of development.
CRESPAR also is strengthening each child's inner confidence
and social assets through exercises and projects that will allow
the students to be academically prepared as well as socially.
Needless to say Howard students become the aid to the needs
of these children.
"I facilitate and recruit screening people at Howard University, who will aid in assisting these children to go to the next
level," replies Director of CRESPAR, Phyllis Cunningham.
"We want the children to be a success and score academical-

ly well on their tests."
Therefore it requires the Howard student to maintain a 2.5
GPA and the patience for children; those who identify (maybe
you) will prepare him/herself for an interview that will exemplify if one has the required skills and mental assurance to

ensure academic achievement amongst each child.
"I have seen a difference with working for CRESPAR, I have
seen a child in a couple of weeks not understanding basic multiplication to almost mastering the skill," sophomore Kim
Weatherspoon. Weatherspoon is currently a sixth grade tutor
at the Winston School.
" I enjoy working with the students at Winston because I feel
as though we are giving back to the community" she said, "My
purpose is to maintain being a tutor on a peer level, in order to
bridge the gap between teacher and student ... thus we further the learning process."
Howard tutors spend about 8 hours a week teaching with the
students, and about 2-3 hours a week in training sessions where
every tutor is kept abreast of the goals.
According to Ms. Pretty, first grade teacher at Ketcham Elementary, Howard students and CRESPAR work well together,
"I see a vast improvement amongst my students in both reading and math skills," she said, " ... and it is an excitement for
the children when these students from Howard come to help
tutor them."

The CRESPAR/ Howard collaboration is a powerful team.
Ketcham Elementary Principal, Ms. Romaine B. Thomas,
fully supports the program and hopes for more Howard participation.
"I welcome this here at Ketcham because it is a realistic, oneon-one, interaction with the children especially through the
early stages in their life," she said, "All we want is the best for
these children."

Broadway productions like "The Wiz." Rashad
began her starring role as Clair Huxtable on "The
Cosby Show' in 1984, alongside actor and comedian Bill Cosby. Cosby introduced her to Ahmad
Rashad, who proposed to her during a pregame
show before a Jets-Lions football game. The two
married in 1985, while Rashad continued to
strengthen her presence as an actress, starring in
made for T.V. movies like "Uncle Tom's Cabin" in
1987 and "False Witness" and "Polly" in 1989.
Rashad was featured in "The Cosby Show" spin off,
"A Different World," and a more recent collaboration with Bill Cosby as her TV husband in "Cosby."
Rashad has made her mark in films like "Once
Upon a Time ... When We Were Colored" in 1996
and "Loving Jezebel" in 1999. Recently, Rashad
starred in "Blue" which premiered at D.C.'s Arena
Stage in April 2000. She also had roles in "Touched
By an Angel" and the made for T.V. movie "Murder She Wrote: The Last Free Man."

--Compiled by Melanie Nesbitt
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North Carolina A&T
The Seventh Annual Life and Physical Sciences Research
Symposium was held on Friday, February 22, 2002 in
Barnes Hall at North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University (NC A & T). The goals of the symposium were to provide a forum for students and faculty
members to present their research; to increase student

awareness of research opportunities on our campus and
at other sites; and to promote interactions between faculty members and students at this University and investigators at other institutions.

The theme for the symposium was "Diversifying Minority Participation in Biotechnology and Geno m ic
Research. This theme was be addressed during the Plenary Session by a distinguished visiting industrial scientist, Dr. Judith Gwathmey, President/CEO and Chief Scientific Officer of Gwathmey Inc., Boston, MA, President
of The Institute for Cardiovascular Diseases and Muscle
Research Inc., Boston MA, and Senior Lecturer at
the Harvard Medical School in the Division of Cardiology, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center. Dr. Gwathmey will also present a science se1ninar in the afternoon
entitled, "From Bench to Bedside: New Standard of Care
in Heart Failure."

South Carolina State University
The South Carolina State University campus community paused today to commemorate the 34th anniversary of
the civil rights tragedy known as the Orangeb urg Massacre.
On February 8, 1968, after three nights of escalating racial
tension over efforts by students of then S.C. State College
and others to desegregate the local All-Star Bowling
Lanes, three students were killed and 27 others were
injured when S.C. Highway Patrolmen opened fire on a
crowd of protesters at the head of campus. The campus
community commemorates the sacrifice of the three slain
students -Heru·y R. Smith, Samuel Hammond Jr. and
Delano B. Middleton - each year.
This year, the Smith-Hamrnond-Middleton Memorial
Observance was held in a somber noon ceremony at the
Smith-Hammond-Middleton Monument. The memorial
is located in the courtyard between Nance Hall and Bradham/Manning Halls.
Sophomore Vernitta Tucker delivered the ceremony's
occasion: an English education 1najor from Orangeburg,
S.C. Tucker was the 2002 winner of the annual SmithHammond-Midd]eton Memorial Oratorical Contest, held
Wednesday, February 6. Her speech focused upon the
theme "Influenced by the Past, Empowered for the
Future."

Fisk University

FRIDAY, MARCH
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Fisk University recently received notification that the
school is the recipient of a Minority Biomedical Re~earch
Support (MBRS) grant totaling over $1 million (over a
five-year period). Fisk Professor Dr. Henry A. Moses is
the Program Director of the grant that includes six Fisk
faculty members who each have their own research projects. Dr. Moses is the Distinguished Professor of Biology and Chemistry at Fisk University. He came to Fisk in
1999 after an outstanding 34 years of service attaining the
rank of professor of Biochemistry, and Assotiate Vice
President for College Relations and Life Long Learning
at Meharry Medical College.
The long-term objective of the MBRS SCORE Program
at Fisk University is to enhance the research environment
at the university and encourage more minority fac ulty participation in biomedical research
•

Alabama State University
The theater arts department received a donation of enormous proportions on Sept. 25. Kathie Farnell and husband
Jack Pulsar, both members of the ASU Friends of Theater Board, donated their I 987 Plymouth Voyager to the
department so students could safely pick up donations and
continue to showcase their talents in surrounding areas.
"This van was used to take the students to Birmingham
to perform on the "Remembering Slavery",tour," says Farnell. The tour featured written information on slave narratives, which Farnell has renamed "Voices from Slavery."
It is being broadcast as part of the public broadcasting systems (PBS) "Alabama Experience."
"It's encouraging to know people think eno ugh of ASU
to want to help us continue our outreach," says Dr. Tommie Stewart, director of theater arts.

Morgan State University
Step}est 2002
Stomps, cheers, shrieks, chants and calls filled the air. Feet
stomping, hands clapping and other unbelievable stunts
and athleticism characterized the 2002 StepFest Competition, which was held at the Baltimore Arena on February 15. Twenty-four step teams from middle schools, high
schools, fraternities, sororities and churches competed for
stepping superiority in three different divisions in the first
day of the two-day competition.

Provost Taking Aim at Interim/Acting
Administrative Positions

Spelman College
Tennessee State University and Spelman College had the
best Web sites in an October survey of 103 historically
black colleges and universities, according to a report published Monday by the Howard University Digital Learning Lab's Archimedes Project.
The ratings, which are intended to help historically black
institutions use Web technologies more effectively, are
based on 22 criteria by which j udges evaluate each institution's Web site.

Caldwell- Colbert also touched on what she believes
the relationship between Vice Provost and the students
should be.
"I think that it should be whatever the new Vice
Provost should be whatever they would like for it to be,
and I will accommodate them. Students should also
express any concerns that they may have to the Vice
Provost."
Besides voicing concerns about the new vice
provost, McLeod also expressed her opinion about
what the Blackburn Center should focus on and how it

should operate.
"I want to see Blackburn return to its role as a students union. My staff has been broken down to the
point where it is now ineffective and no longer plays
the role that it once did," said McLeod.
The next roundtable discussion will be April. The
health center will be the featured topic. Dates are to be
announced.
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Berry to Seek D.C. Council Seat
Marion Barry announced plans to run for a vacant seat on
the District Council. Wednesday, the former four-term
mayor revealed his decision to challenge at-large council
member Phil Mendelson (D) for the position. Barry
intends to formally announce his campaign in May.
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Mayor Williams Calls for Unity Amongst Residents
'

Erica S. Hubbard
News Editor

Capital and FBI Building Restrictions Lessened
The tour hours and the maximum number of visitors permitted at the Capital and FBI building were expanded.
Starting last Friday, tours run from 9 a.m to 4:30p.m.,
Monday through Saturday. Although the building remains
closed to walk-in-tours, the FBI notified groups that they
can schedule a time to visit. Group tours at these locations were canceled due to the Sept. 11 th attacks.

Mayor Anthony Williams outlined
his vision for the city in his State of
the District Address, calling for a
more unified city. The mayor's
speech, titled "One City, One Future,"
presented his plan for a 20% salary
increase of D.C. Public School System teachers over the next 3 years, as
well as, renewing the pride and unification amongst the residents of the
'Chocolate City.'
In his speech, held Tuesday evening
at Dunbar Senior High School located in the Shaw neighborhood of
Northwest, Mayor Williams discussed the need for a cap on money
spent on special education. According to Williams, one of the main reasons why special education remains
so costly is the high expense of trans-

AARP Warns Against Predators
AARP is holding clinic on March 23 to discuss mortgage
lending and scams that could result by predator lenders.
There will be counselors and lawyers available to determine whether or not homeowners have been victimized
and offer assistance. The free clinic runs from 10 a.m. to
2p.m. at the Galludet University Kellogg Conference
Center, located at 800 Florida Ave. NE. Participants must
register by March 18, 2002 at (202) 523-4400 .

porting these students to and from
budget to increase teacher salaries by
their respective schools due to the
up to 20 percent over the next three
lack of programs available within the
years," said Williams. If we want to
city's public system. The cost is nearattract and keep the best teachers in
ly 30% of the budget. He compared
DC classrooms, we must finally
the District's cases to that of Chica- • make our salaries competitive with
go, a city nearly four times as large.
Montgomery and Fairfax counties."
"In 2000, we had nearly 1,500 SpeThe idea of the increase has been
cial Ed hearings, compared to 24 in
praised by teachers across the city,
Chicago, a city four times our size.
many of whom have felt slighted due
There is something seriously wrong
to not receiving as much as their subwhen there is more focus on Special
urban counterparts. However, there
Ed in DC courtrooms than DC classare those that feel that the increase is
rooms," said Williams. Two of the
not enough.
biggest Special Ed costs--0ut of state
Barbara Bullock, president of the
tuition and transportation-are state
Washington Teachers' Union, said in
responsibilities, and I hope Congress
a Washington Post report, "That's
will work with us to address them."
great, but we're still way behind other
Also, Williams discussed plans for
jurisdictions," Bullock said. "Even
increasing the system's overall budwith 20 percent, that will not put us
get by 40%, as well as, the teachers'
on par."
salaries by 20%.
As Williams unleashed his plans for
"Our teachers work tirelessly every
the city, he highlighted his adminisday-and they deserve to be better
tration's accomplishments thus far
paid. I will put enough money in the
and the need for a "renewed sense of

unity" among the District residents.
He called for the coming together of
all groups, no matter of race, sex, or

sexual orientation, in order to
improve the city and secure it's
future. He asked that residents allow
their voices to be heard and to get
involved in the development of the
place that they call 'home' .

•

And the Winner is ...
I
Howard University senior was named Miss USA in the
pageant held in Indiana on Friday. Shauntay Hinton, Miss
DC, became to second Miss DC to win the pageant in the
pageant's SO-year history; the other queen was Bobbie
Johnson in 1964. According to Hinton, the Miss DC
pageant was the first that in which she had ever participated .

Lending a Hand In the District

Teen Center Looks for Sources To Fund Dream

•

BY CRYSTAL NELSON
Contributing Writer

Reagan to Receive Recognition
· After nearly four years of Congress renamed the airport in
honor of the former president, Metro will install signs
bearing the full name of Ronald Reagan National Airport
the stop. Rep. Bob Barr, Georgia Republican, had been
pressing Metro for a long time to make certain that the
name was eventually placed.

Communi Pro ile
National Council of
Negro Women
j
BY DENEYSE KIRKPATRICK
'
Contributing
Writer
One can find the Howard Section of
National Council of Negro Women at
their best wherever change is needed
to be made in the community. Their
efforts in making an impact on the
community are seen throughout nursing homes or on the streets of Washington, D.C. In 1935, educator and
activist, Mary McLeod Bethune,
took the initiative to establish a
national non-profit organization that
served as a catalyst to help women
improve the quality of life for themselves, their families and the com-

munity.
Today, the Howard section comrrised of 200 plus members and the
largest collegiate section has transformed their concerns into honorable contributions. Senior Akunna
Enwereuzor emphasized, "NCNW
brings together Black civic organizations that are influential in the
Black community and it hosts different programs to uplift the community such as day cares and the Black
Family Reunion."
This progressive organization in
conjunction with My Sister's Place,
a battered women's shelter, has gone
,to the streets to inform women about
domestic violence, by distributing
educational pamphlets. If they aren't
on the streets, they are in the
Emmaus's Home for the Aging providing great company to those who
are often forgotten. NCNW has
impacted the community by, "Providing good role models for young
women in the local and national community, and it gives me the opportu---- nity to get involved in community
service activities," expressed Layne
Eskridge.
th

th

March 20 through the 26 , thousands of people, including the
Howard section ofNCNW will come
together to participate in a week long
of activities with celebrity guests like
Stevie Wonder to celebrate Dr.
Dorothy I. Height's, President Emeritus of NCNW, 90th birthday. Her big
.. .

birthday surprise will be the purchasing the NCNW headquarters
building on Pennsylvania Avenue,
making it the only building owned on
Pennsylvania Avenue by any group of
women.
Through leadership, dedication and
sisterhood the Howard Section is
truly
reaching
"Uncommon
Heights."

rite for the District
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It was an eye soar for the community for many years said Joyce
Madyun. Not until 1997 was the eye
soar transformed into a community
center. It was a feat that Madyun and
her husband Qaadir had to mortgage
their house for, but they felt that the
center was worth the effort.
"We thought it was big, but we
didn't realize it was this big, but we
think we made the right move," said
Qaadir Madyun.
It was Joyce Madyun's idea to turn
the house into Youth Organizations
United to Rise (Y.0.U.R.) community center for Pre-K through junior
high school students at 4913 14th St.
N.W., D.C. With the space that holds
50 people, the center serves 40 kids
in a before and after school enrichment program.
"The project has been awesome.
We didn't have a lot of money, just
faith and the people have come forward," said Madyun.
The D.C. community has been very
helpful and supportive. The center
had received 10 Gateway computers
and printers free of charge, all books,
games and furniture were donated, news coverage by Fox 5, and help
from American University's Law
Clinic, which has provided all the
legal service since 1998.
This January Y.O.U.R. started a
teen center. Today; 15 youth, predominantly from Deal Junior High
School come to the center free of
charge. They have a chance to do
their homework, get assistance on
any schoolwork from the program
manager and six American University volunteers, and also take part in
a Life Skills workshop. This work-

shop, which teaches about social
skills, smoking, alcohol, self-image,
resolving conflict, among many other
skills that teens need to know consisted of I 8 workshops. D.C. government funded it. Madyun wants
and believes that this program and
other programs are essential to these
teens and is looking for the support
to fund them.
"We need money to get people to do
workshops," says Madyun. She also
wants to hold an AIDS workshop,
workshops on civic responsibility
and personal development. The Life
Skill workshops were very successful and she wants to continue with
them.
"They learned a lot of stuff they
didn't know was inside of themselves
in terms of life skills," said Program
Manager Lawrence Dunn.
"There are a lot of idea's that we
have that could be great, but the funding is needed," said Dunn.
Besides the workshops, Madyun
wants to start a tutoring program
with the ML Learning Group and its
Director Ragastan Paul. This will
give the teens an opportunity to be
tutored, get SAT preparation, learn
entrepreneurial skills, and do community service.
"From what I see, I think all of the
students can benefit and it won't
change anything, but fit in and
enhance the structure," said Paul.
The center does a tremendous
amount for its students throughout
the year. They have a summer camp.
When school ends, "Summer Camp
on the Go" begins. The kids and
teens take field trips everyday, all
day to places such as The Black Wax
Museum and Luray Caverns. They
also do horseback riding and swimnung.
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To help bring more funders into the
fold of the center, it is hosting an open
house on March 16th, were community members can come and meet the
teens and their parents. This will also
be a brainstorming session on how to
increase awareness and funding of

the teen center.

In five years, since its inception,
Y.O.U.R. will have a lot to celebrate
at its 5th year anniversary in June.
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a great idea. It allows students to get ideas and
think outside of the box. Student leaders get
candidates know what place they
comfortable here sometimes.
stand in, let's not forget that for those
The ,Legacy slate had good ideas with the
of you who did not win, you all said that you
website they intend to publish. Students
would continue to work with administrations
deserve to be informed and with the website
next year.
available, they will not only have The Hilltop
All of you had good ideas, so if you can't be
to rely on for information. Wright and Casillas
HUSA President and Vice President, help out.
were also thinking ahead
The ideas can be implemented.
when they mentioned that
The Awakening slate had sevthey would push for stueral good ideas. They met with
dents to be on all comcafeteria officials and lobbied
mittees that make the
for punch out hours to be
It would further the progres- decisions that are very
extended, they made calls to
sion of Howard University if dear to us. It is parametro to see if students can get
candidates who did not win mount that students be a
discounts for metro passes for
part of any discussions
the possible large group of stuworked together to accomthat have an effect on the
dents who will be living off of
plish their goals.
way we operate at
campus next year.
Howard.
The Envision slate had severAll of these ideas are
al good ideas as well. The
sound. Why not let the
secret shopper idea is something that can still
slate that wins make strides to accomplish their
happen if you are not elected. The calendar
platforms and be realistic about what you can
they proposed with updates about scholarships
accomplish off of yours even if you are not the
and information about programs is something
winning slate? Why not work together to make
that can and definitely should take place.
Howard a better place?
Meeting with students from other schools is
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Our View:

his week the women's and men's basket- en route to the NCAA tournament to give the
ball team both competed during the one. However, in the past, the men's team (in spit
championships of the Mid-Eastern Ath- of their dismal losing streaks) are more likely t
letic Conference (the MEAC), in Richmond. For be shown school support, especially via the pe
the first time in at least five years, our sch0ol sent band who until this season rarely played for th
buses down so that members of the Howard Uni- women's games.
This inequality is not confined to the realm o
versity student body could show support for the
Howard University athletics, bu
teams as they expressed team ~ - - is pervasive in the\ majority o
and school spirit. Although it's
societies in which athletics is
wonderful for both fans and the
The HU student body and given importance. However, this
teams that these buses were provided, it is too ironic that this athletics department should fact does not excuse Howar
from co-signing on to this mal
has only happened after the
show the women's sports
chauvinistic way o.f treating
men's basketball team has had a
teams the support they
women's athletics. Too often, i
successful season, while in the
deserve and stop waiting for more arenas than one, wome
past the Howard University
women's basketball team has the men to step it up to their are forced to down play thei
excellence or strength to cater t
maintained a successful regular
level.
this "man's world." At a univerand post season record.
sity like Howard, which is apparAltho.u gh we acknowledge
the success of the women's basketball team, it's ently female dominated (or at least in enrollevident that we base the success of our sports ment), there is no reason why our women's sports
teams more on the men's team opposed to the teams aren't being given the same respect and lov
women's. This lack of equal moral support and as the men's, especially when these are the teams
commendation is manifested not only when one that are excelling. The Howard University studen
analyzes the circumstances under which the body (especially the women), as well, as the athschool sends buses but in numerous other ways as letics department, needs to start showing all of ou
well. For example, rarely do we have pep rallies women's sports teams the full support they deserv
for any other women's team on campus including and stop waiting for the men to step it up to thei
the women's basketball team. In fact, last year we level.
waited until they-the women's team basketball was

11
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What's Your Opinion?
e encourage our reader_s to write letters to the Editor. Tell us what you think
ab~ut the paper and its content~. We strive to produce a quality weekly
with news pages that are devoid of slant or
personal bias. Please
address all letters or comments to The Hilltop, 2251 Sherman Ave., NW,
Washington DC, 20001. You can also e-mail us at thehilltop@hotmail.com
The Hilltop. Be Heard.
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Acting on behalf of Louima's family, Al
he Abner Louima case in 1997 was
Sharpton along with some relatives, have
one that shocked the nation. The tale
requested the officers not be allowed to return
of a man being sodomized in a New
to duty.
York police bathroom seemed to begin what
These men are not only undeserving of probecame a long list of public scars on the
tecting the people of New York City, but
NYPD.
deserve to be in jail alongside their counterpart,
Now nearly five years later, a federal appeals
Volpe.
court has overturned the obstruction-of-justice
The courts cannot expect to retain the faith of
convictions of former officers Thomas Wiese,
the American people if they
Thomas Bruder and Charles
continue to make decisions
Schwarz. However, the court
such as this one where those
has ordered a new trial for
The courts have done its who were chosen to ·uphold
Schwarz on a separate civil
the law neglect to protect
citizens a disservice by
rights violation charge.
The fourth officer, Justin
allowing two NYPD offi- those who it was designed for,
the innocent.
Volpe, pleaded guilty and is
cers to be set free. They
The damage is done. The
now serving a 30-year sendeserve to be in jail with
only way for the federal
tence.
· those they once put away. appeals court to repair things
Now, the two officers who
would be to convict the
were set free could possibly
remaining officer and not to
return to the force.
allow these men to return to
This might ring a bell with
policing the streets.
District residents as the injustice served with the Prince Jones case comes to
mind.
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Now in its 78th year, The Hilltop is written and produced every Tuesday and Friday by the
students of Howard University. With a readership of more than 10,000 students and community members, the Hilltop is the largest black collegiate newspaper in the nation.
The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page are the views of the The Hilltop Editorial Board
and do not directly reflect the opinion of Howard University, its Administration, individual
Hilltop Policy Board members, or the student body. The opinions expressed on the Perspectives
page are those of the writers and do not represent the view of the Editorial Board.
The Hilltop encourages you to share your opinions on articles published in the newspaper.
The Hilltop Editorial Board reserves the right to edit letters for space and grammatical errors.
All letters should be typed, signed and include a complete address and telephone number.
Please send letters to: 2251 Sherman Ave., N\1/, Washington, D.C. 20001. Questions, comments and letters can also be sent via email to: thehilltop@hotmail.com.
The deadline to submit ads to the paper is the Friday preceding publication.The office phone
number is 202-806-4732
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and I am still at Howard University five years l~ter. I
longer be the case. At first, I was sad because it would
think that my situation is different from the common
only be my best friend and I who would still be here
•
story that is heard by those who tell their peers that
(as far as I knew) when school started in the fall. But
they are not g r a d - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ that clearly wasn't the case. I saw so
uating. It was the "Super Seniors" go through enough.
many people who came to Howard
last day of registhe same year that I had and some
tration Spring
It S bad enough they have to come back who had come before me and were
2001. I had met
and see they same people that they had still here. rn.11, damn things arent
with School of
been looking atfior so many years, but that bad after all, I thought.
Communications
Looking back on this year, this year
professor Dr.
there are very few aspects of the Unihas been a year of personal reflecHines and Mr.
versify who address the pres€nce of a " tion, growth and change for me. This
Lieba, the
Super Senzor
, ,,
year I am taking a more proactive
school's academrole and I am doing so much more on
ic advisor. They ~ - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - _ . campus. I have used this extra year, to
basically told me that I would be at Howard for at least
better prepare myself for what awaits me May 12'"· To
another semester because I needed at least 30 more
me, this year has given me an advantage that some
credits. That sent my whole world crumbling. Since
may not have, I have more time. More time to get some
the fifth grade, I knew that I would graduate in the year
get right, before I get into the real world and get it all
2001, I knew that I was part of the future. Then you
wrong.
have these two people telling me that that would no
But even though this experience may be a blessing in

et me pose these questions to the Howard
University community; why is there so
much pressure put on those to graduate in
four years? Better question, why are those
who don't graduate in four years looked
down upon by the university? I asked prospective candidates for HUSA and Undergraduate trustee how they
felt about having a December graduation for those who
finish their matriculation in four and a half years or
four years and a summer session. Most of the candidates didn't really want to address that concern and
one of them didn't agree with the idea of having a
December graduation. It's not like this is a new phenomenon sweeping the campus. I am sure all of the
candidates either know someone or they themselves
may not be graduating "on time". But when the question was posed, they responded with a dumb look on
their faces.
Yes, this issue is something that I am passionate
about. Why? Because I graduated high school in 1997

Simone M. Mason

er,
ower

Beef Man

ex,an

By Antijuan Jackson

~ fnty (pjl

t wasn't without conviction, though consomething I value and hold sacred, something I
tradictorily with satisfaction, that I lied in
personally think that all women should be holdmy bed with a "taken man," after engaging sacred.
ing in some deliberate, heated foreplay.
But on this campus finding a man who is willThis, mind-you, was not our first rendezvous
ing to commit, and make fidelity work not in
and may not be our last, though he swears that it
theory but in practice, is like finding a needle in
is. He's frustrated, and probably thinks he
a haystack. Too many women are settling for
played himself, because I'm not giving it up.
cheating and lying boyfriends and creep partBut I had no intentions , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ners, and I've seen with
of letting him hit it; I
"But on this campus finding a my own eyes too many
had told him this from
times. A lot of us need to
the door, on numerous
man who is willing to commit,
confess that we're attemptoccasions and under var- and make fidelity work not in
ing to appease ourselves
ious circumstances. Yet, theory but in practice, is like
settling for casual sexual
had he actually taken my
affairs, waiting; patiently;
word for what it was, he finding a needle in a haystack"
persistently, for that broth-

I

would have known that
he really wasn't hitting

it.
But here I am, with a man that I am finally
recognizing is an authentic player, who in a poor
endeavor attempted to use me solely for sex
while hiding bel)ind the fa9ade of being a "gentlemen" and my friend. Now, although I do feel
as though I'm being used, I'm going to keep it
real with myself in saying that I was also trying
to get mine. And I did, but not wholly.
I'in not wholly getting mine sexually because
I'm getting tired of seeing foreplay as an end in
itself. However, engaging in casual sex isn't my
cup of tea, and even if that was, why should I
settle for being any man's creep partner? Common sense tells me nothing good can come from
dealing with a man who is creeping anyway. I
also wouldn't be getting mine in the "relationship." Although I try to fool myself in to believing that relationships aren't for me, that I don't
have the time and energy for trifling "brothers,"
etc., deep down inside I'm burning with desires,
I'm pining for companionship and devotion
which are the firm prerequisiie for my unleashing the inner freak.
And he's no fool; he knows what I want; he
knows what time it is, but has no intention of
deepening the shallow friendship in which sexual tension is omnipresent but my need for security is placed on the back burner. But, I'm not
feeling played. I found myself in this predicament more than once, and in light of it all, I'm
beginning to feel empowered. I have maintained my position of power, having not put
myself out there by taking a risk, or giving up

•

disguise for the person involved (in this case, me) that
person also receives ridicule from their peers and the
university. Here's my point, Super Seniors go through
enough. It's bad enough they have to come back and
see they same people that they had been looking at for
so many years, but there are very few aspects of the
university who address the presence of a Super Senior.
It is currently university policy to only hold one commencement a year for the graduating class, the one the
day before Mother's Day, and as far as I know, there are
no real efforts being made to change that policy. My
suggestion to those is to put yourself in the shoes of a
Super Senior. Imagine the pain, anguish and disappointment that seniors feel when they don't graduate
on time. Then they have to stick around and be insulted
by peers and professors alike. Just have a little compassion for super seniors and think outside of your own
box before you say something to one of them. You may
not know that situation and if you are not careful, you
ma~1 end up in that situation.
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er to see the light and
deem us as the dime we

' ·--

are.
Although the ratio on this campus really isn't
conducive to women establishing more substantive relationships, if we all stopped giving brothers something for nothing they wouldn't act up
to this extent; they would learn how to work for
something they want. I find a lot of women are
quick to complain about men dogging us out,
but if women want the male and female relationships to improve on this campus we need to
reevaluate our sexual behavior, because it's
transparent that brothers are rarely going to curb
themselves alone. In reality, nothing good ever
comes easy, which I've found to be true. So
why render your goods without getting what you
want? Why use them as gambling chips?
Women hold too much power in withholding sex
for us not to utilize it to get what we truely want
and deserve.

Send Letters to the Editor
To
thehilltop@hotmail.com

Entries are due the Monday before publication

PLEASE NOTE:
The views expressed on the Perspective pages of The
Hilltop are the opinions of the authors names above
them.
They do ,:iot reflect the views of The Hilltop Editori'
al Board.
,

time, but are you honestly alive?
land of the winner.
No more snipers clustered on rooftops, in steeples
You've divested yourself of your relatives: the hunshadowed. No more grenades buried beneath pyramids
dred or so back home. Your language soon fades and
of oranges at the meager marketplace. No more stray
your children aren't your own. They won't respect your
limbs from stray crossfire, littering the thoroughfare, a
language or your culture or your throne. They'd rather
thoroughfare paved millennia
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , watch MTV and mug like Al
ago, when Moorish engineers
''America is more than geog- Capone. The job you have is boring
or Jewish architects were there. raphy, topography; it S myth.
and you don't like the diversions.
They will never see again a
They seem no better than totalitaripogrom or a betrayal. No vanAnd more than that, its the
an perversion. The same things go
ished sons at dusk or left boots place where we live. "
on here, only they are codified difleft behind as cattle cars rattle
ferently. You realize humankind is a
into the distance. No pistolcreature of dependency. What will
whippings of husbands when
you do? You signed your fate when
wives are defended. No children scrambling in soccer
you stepped onto the boat. You chose to be a winner:
formations scattered by supposedly dormant mines. No
shouldn't it feel good to gloat? Yet, you find nothing to
saluting portraits of men no less mortal than dead
gloat about, nothing to gloat about at all. You thought
ancestors rotting under tombstones who insist they are
you'd taken a mythical journey, and you did: it was a
holy. No more promises of bread or redistribution of
fall.
tracts: no more patent lies. Instead, we have patent
America is more than geography, topography; it's
leather, microwaves and pink drapes. We have roasted
myth. And more than that, it's the place where we live.
turkeys on days off for you to feast and procrastinate.
You must love its weirdness, its magnetic appeal, its
We have grapes both red and green, every day no matcruelty and its largesse, as desultory as Fortune's
ter the season. We have cures for your paralyzed chi!wheel. You must resent its weaknesses and hate its
dren, your depression and your lesions. We offer
strengths, and yet worship its power and reject its frailOpportunity, Prosperity, and The Chance of A Lifeties. It is home. It becomes home for immigrants. It

hey arrived. They disembarked from boats with
rusted, riveted hulls and peeling paint. They
came from countries with guttural tongues and
gray skies. No, they fled. They ran from black metal
muzzles and red wooden stocks, chattering fire and
discarded magazines, yowling dogs and chalky cigarettes, barren supermarkets and forlorn eyes. They paid
their fare. Not paid their dues - for what is due? We all
suffer. Suffer the drubbings of despotism and reconcile
yourself to the madness of man. Suffer the droning of
democracy and be agitated into anger. At least madness
had method. Freedom is chaos. They didn't come for
freedom. They came for translucent plastic shoes and
nuked prepackaged burgers, for the laxity to ooze love
handles and the permission to self-obsess. They want
the surgeons to crack their incisors and crank them up
a notch, to implant sturdier cheekbones and vacuum fat
from atrophied thighs. They want to bash a minority.
They escaped being the minority. They came to join the
herd. These are the crooks we allow in. The solipsistic
refugees of cannibalized cultures. The tired, the hungry, the suppressed, and the poor - those poor souls so
tired of suppression that they're hungry to dominate.
They came to win. And America, as they see it, is the

T

becomes Hell from Heaven, an imp instead of an angel,
and with the recognition they too learn what it is to be
American. They grow in girth and silent rage. They
carry miniature bats in their cars just in case of road
rage. They curse at red lights and sneer at coppers.
They snooze in front of televisions consuming powdered corn chips. They annihilate their former dreams,
dissolve their former hopes, haggardly age and die.
They wither, wizen and wonder why they came. And
then they perish. They are American.
It is a proud thing. America kills you more satisfyingly than any other regulated zone.

Michael Winfield is a senior who will graduate ... in
May ... on time ... infour years.
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It's what we're about. The motivation to give our
fellow students the best that we can possibly deliver.
The motivation to cont\inue to be the #1 ranked black
do it twice a week.
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Howard Students Speak
Out About Dating
he flowers have died, the
chocolates have been
devoured, and the cards
have been added to your
scrapbook; what remains
now is just you and your significant
other.
Many couples around campus celebrated Valentine's Day together in harmony
but are relationships the way to go on
Howard's campus? Ultimately it's the
choice of individuals whether or not
they choose to date on campus. Some
students feel dating on Howard's campus is virtually impossible while others
welcome the opportunity.
With students interacting everyday there
are many types of relationships that are
formed many of which are based on
friendship rather than intimacy. Health
Education Specialist Dr. Carolyn R.
Goode believes relationships are healthy
on college settings but often times there
is breakdown in communication which
leads to problems.
"One 1nust look at what kind of relationship they want whether they are platonic or intimate and it is important for
both parties to communicate that message clearly," Goode said.
Clinical Social Worker Susan R. Johnson also stressed the power of friendship, which she says puts both parties at
ease.

problem for all people involved," he
said.
With the disproportionate number of
females to males on campus it is often
harder for women to find a male who is
willing to be exclusive.
Most guys want to be friends of benefit
or have relationships with no strings
attached and it doesn't work like that,
said freshman radio-television-film
major Genia Linear.
Others students reasons for dating is out
of necessity rather than desire. Many
Howard students get here and find the
need to form familiar support groups
that they were accustomed to having
and may have taken for granted in high
school.
"Some people have a natural desire to
be in a relationship whether it be intimate or platonic," Goode said.
Goode and Johnson both agreed that the
key factors in healthy relationships are
communication, honesty and openness.
"If you can't talk people just deal with
surface emotions, which tend to fade,"
Johnson said.
Goode also warns students of the dangers of unhealthy relationships and the
repercussions.
"If a relationship is not growing or moving in the direction you want you should
not stay in it, because it will just add to
your stress," Goode said.
Some signs of an unhealthy relationship
are lies, keeping secrets and abuse
whether it be physical or mental. Any-

"When you are friends it takes away the
pressure and it is more about respect."

tin1e you feel like you can't be who you
are, it is a clear sign things are not going

Johnson said.

well, Johnson said.

The absence of sexual relationships
often times mark platonic relationships

Whether you do decide to date at the
Mecca or back at ho1ne Johnson advised
that people must be true to themselves.
"Everything comes from within, if you

By JOSEF SAWYER
Hilltop Staff Writer

Remember the saying "Beware the Ides of March .
Well in Caesar's day this was said so you wouldn t
get stabbed in the back. With your favorite celebrities in mind they are still doing this but are using
some new weapons. (So somebody handcuff Kee
Kee while you're reading this) This week the
degrees will highlight the good the bad and the ugly.
And if hell is hotter than these degrees you might
not want to go there, so let's turn up the heat. (Disclaimer: in any attempt to take off any articles of
clothing please consult your physician) Well, well,
well P Diddy expresses the fact that he has been
bamboozled, hoodwinked, Jed a stray. Yes the super
producer and HNIC at Bad Boy has spoken publicly
about the reason why 112 has found a new address.
Diddy feels that Island Def Jam's CEO, who we considered a close friend cheated him, by buying out the
group. Hell, Hell, Hell, no that's not how it goes,
would probably be the words of 112. Members of
the Atlanta-based 112, who have not alway seen
eye-to-eye with Combs, claim that the band was
billed several hundred thousand dollars for a video
that never saw the light of day. "In the music industry, there are marketing decisions that are made that
a band may not agree with," said Combs. Peaches
and Cream would not be a title for the relationship
of the Diddy and the group now. As Diddy sees this
as a court matter. .. Support may be something not
only India.Arie might have needed after the Grammies (that w~ just wrong) but supPQlt may need
go
-duoofRKellyaad
whose crown jewels are allegedly floating arou d
internet downloads and street co ners n Haarlem
seemingly the man of the hour. And h get th co eted three strikes you're out award. The first thing
is that R Kelly and Jay-Z have pushed their album
up one week to combat bootleggers. After the sex
tape scandal, Kelly was stripped (no pun intended)
from singing at the national UrbanAID benefit and
your favorite Grammy winner Alicia Keys (yeah
right) has been named as his replacement. And finally, R Kelly might not want to hold his breath or anything else over a video for their first single off the
Best of Both Worlds album. Why you ask? Because
Jigga said he doesn't see a video anytime soon. And
you just when R Kelly was getting over his came a
shyness (poor baby) ... Well it's murder! Especial y
for C Murder. The rapper will be involved in the
civil case that is being brought against C Murder.
The frunily is separately suing Murder for the wrong
ful death of their son outside of a Louisiana night
spot, Club Platinum ... And was it really worth it in
legal news for Juvenile who is accused in the assault
on a man with a bottle of R's favorite dtink Moet
champagne. His trial was pushed back to
June ... June is a hot month and will be even hotter

for both males "and females. Howard
males that form platonic friendships
with females often times feel reluctant
because of the repercussions of sexual
relationships.
"Sexual relations bring forth a bond that
can cause a friendship to be enhanced or
destroyed," junior merchandising major
Chris Richardson said.
"Often times, platonic female friends
are a release from the troubles of relationships and to bring a platonic friend
to that side would inevitably cause a

are not true to yourself you cannot be
true to anyone else," she said.
Even if one is honest, some students feel
dating is not a popular or welcomed
theme on campus.
"I came to Howard thinking things
could go any way but when 1 got here
relationships were not in anyone's
vocabulary," said Linear.
Those who chose to date have run into
problems like cheating, lies, and often
maturity is a problem. Some upperclass-

Photo by Melanie Nesbitt
Not Always Hugo, and Kisses! Students on campus go through the ups and do,vns of relationships

men, like Richardson, who have tried
dating down the ladder, find themselves
in a unique situation.

"I have dated a Howard female in the
past and it became a problem because of
nosey roommates and early curfews,"
Robinson said.
Students who do not date on campus
often times carry on long distance relationships with high school or hometown
sweethearts.
But Patrice Keels, a third year Jaw student at Howard, was able to find Jove on
campus during her undergraduate years.

you it's our second date," she said.
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Concert Review
"My first album had no famous guest
Queensbridge rapper Nas hosted his own 'takeover' at
appearancesfThe outcome? I'm crowned the 9:30 club
the best lyricist/Many years on this profeshearts , performed the summer smash
sional level/Why would you question
"Oochie Wally," a member of the group
who's better? The world is still mine,"
took the swipe at the self-proclaimed king
rhymed Nas.
of New York. "F*** Jay-Z, F*** Jay-Z,"
Throughout his hour-long performance at
yelled the rapper as the crowd went wild.
the 9:30 Club, Nas took the diverse audiThere was no sight of any Jay-Z fans or
ence to different levels of his musical
anyone who would admit their loyalty. As
career. From 1994's Illmatic to his current
the chorus to Jay-Z's "Hard Knock Life"
release Stillmatic, Nas offered snippets
kicked at an increased speed, Nas dtopped
from some of the most memorable tracks,
the beat and a blow to Jay Hova's ego. "Be
including "Sweet Dreams," "If I ruled the
creative, everybody got jewelry," Nas said.
World," K-I-S-S-I-N-G," "Hate Me Now."
"We doing real hip-hop here tonight."
"I went from Nasty Nas to Escobar to
In what turned out to be the highlight of
Nastradamus," he said.
the evening, Nas increase the bass for
For the ladies, Nas performed the Timber"Ether," which chronicles the Jay-Z feud.
land-produced "You Owe Me" with hands
But Nas was quick to end the beef with by
swaying from side to side.
closing the show in true lyricist fashion
And if there was any indication that his
with the acclaimed hit "One Mic". "This
feud with rapper Jay-Z was alive and well,
song is what l stand for," Nas said. "I 'm
it certainly expressed at the concert. Just
gonna spread my voice to the whole
before Nas and his protege's, the Braveworld."

'
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R-E-S Shes Running This Music
C SIMS
Life and Style Editor

BY JONATHAN

twas 9:00 o'clock, the club doors
have been open for more than an hour
and some began to grow impatient
waiting for the "return of Escobar."
Sporting a red letterman jacket branded
with the Braveheart insignia and a "throwback" Houston Rockets jersey, rapper Nas
appeared on stage minutes later to bless
the frantic crowd with the hit "Got UR
Self A ... "
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N as Proves to be the Crown
Lyricist
By CHRISTOPHER WINDHAM
Hilltop Staff Writer

one else but Arian was still persistent.
"I told him on our second date that I had
a prior date with a friend from high
school and he said 'Fine, go. But make
it your last date with him' ... It was
amazing for me. I didn't think he would
say that. He said I trust you and mind

,.i,;1>:., ;it

From Illmatic To Stillmatic

when The Roots release Scratch on June 4 th • Yes
the Philly Hip-Hop group have collaborations f
everyone from Jill Scott to Bilal. .. With summer on
the mind, Eminem's third album drops this summer,
but that's not the news. The news is that the potty
mouth rapper may be coming to a pulpit near you.
Yes Eminem has given up alcohol and ecstasy. He
"seen the light," says me1nbers of his entourage of
D12. On The Eminem Show, he is going the gospel
rap route. And you can buy Versace at Old Navy
now! You thought right it just won't happen ... 'Il·ick
or Treat! No it's not Halloween but your favorite
goblin looking creature Ja Rule will be set for his
The Last Temptation. His camp claims that on this
album he will take it back to the streets. What K
Street? Claiming this album will have a Thpac.
Machiavellian appeal, this ,1/ill be fu1my to see if this
album will have high hopes or just another joke ... All
jokes aside, I can say that I had to save the best for
last. (disclaimer: take a deep breath before reading
because Life and Style is not responsible for any student's panic attacks) Well if you didn't already see
it is finally here. The queen of the Hill will take her
thrown once again. L Boogie, Lauryn, whatever
you want to call her she will be back on MTV2 for
her Unplugged special. The special which runs Sunday @ 8 pm. So for you Howard residents if you
don't have a friend with digital cable or direct TV
then you are SOL. The two-hour event will show
the world her new style. Just be warned, I already
saw it and it is hot. It is like if a spiritually influenced Angela Davis was given a guitar. And you
know it doesn't end there .. Ok what if I told you it
did? Well since it doesn't, I guess I should deliver
the news. You know I told you a little bird chirped
in my ear well they told me that she has a double
Unplugged album with twelve new songs dropping
this spring maybe before the end of April. Some
songs include "Adam Lives in Theory", "Wate ".
and "The Mystery of Iniquity". Now life's a beautiful thing when you're e young, _gifted, and bla~k
(with direct TV on Sunday) and 1f not then you re
just not connected.

Patrice and her boyfriend Arian Ray
have been together since her sophomore
year at Howard and she re1nembers how
he struck her as different. At the time
the two met, Patrice was seeing some-

With

the

Grammies over,

and new albums
dtopping in stores
like flies no one
could be prepared
for what MCA
records
had
already
unleashed. The
tsunami of talent
that this water
goddess tames is
enough to make
Ulysses jump
overboard. All
hails Res (pronounced Reese),
the keeper of light
and the conqueror
of music. In an
industry filled
with toned bodies, but tone def
performers, she
has
brought
music back to its
rightful owner.
"Res has
always been a
name that stuck ..__.__
with me" said 23
year old singer Shareese Renee Ballard
aka Res. Though the singer has coined
a name that has little meaning she has

developed a definition of expertise that
will giver her a page in Britannica one
, - - - - - - - - - - , day. Comparable
to a jaz,zed up
Alanis Morissette, she has
embarked into a
realm of soul, R
& B that 1nany
other acts in the
game can't follow.
Res, whose
album hit the
shelves, last year
has emerged in a
game that fail to
take musicians

and artists as key
players, and has
taken her career
by the reigns.
The Philadelphia
born and raised
native, has a raw-

ness about her
that is present on
her debut album

How

I

Do.

"What it (her
album)is, is all
types of music in
one", the singer
~~

said.
Her music,
which some deem a creative concoction
of hip-hop, rock, and R&B didn't just get
inspiration from those genres.

see VIP, B2
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Takoma Theatre Will Plant on Fertile Ground
By OluGbenga Falade
Contributing Writer

A Change is
Gonna Come

By Harold Eichelberger
Hilltop Staff Writer
The world of entertainment has many pleasures and lush
advantages. There is the money, the women, cars, and
other material raiment that adorn those who possess fame.
While living such a lifestyle, many often wonder what is
there to complain about. Everything is at your fingertips.
Take for example you are a famous hip hop artist. You
are on the hottest label while it is at its peak, you have the
best producer and one of the top entertainers as your label
head, and after all, your solo album is number one, and just
as well, you have all the women. You do a show, and you
come home that evening with on average four women a
night. Let's not forget the ice, the mansion that is a far cry
from your neighborhood, and the six cars. Whew! ls that
not the life?
Apparently, you were missing something. Something
was void in your life. You reached a point in which everything you knew did not feel right. The music was not right,
your surroundings were not right, and most importantly,
you were not right. "You" are MA$E, and over the next
couple of weeks you decide to hand over your life to God,
and rid everything that consumes you. A joke right? That
is what we all thought when MA$E announced his retirement from the hip hop game. What could he possibly be
complaining about? I used to sit in front of BET and MTV
dreaming to be apart of the Bad Boy family. I even went
out and bought a cheap set of jewelry what was supposed
to be silver stainless steel chain with the Bad Boy charm.
The saddest part is that I even had the jersey like MA$E.
What all of us saw in those videos was the life. It was fun.
Was it not evident?
During the past six years, MA$E has resurfaced. He is
now Pastor Mason Betha. What was once perceived as a
joke is now a reality. In his book Revelations: There's a
Light after the Lime, Pastor Betha has proven himself worthy. Unlike many entertainers who have laid false claim
into giving themselves devoutly to God, Pastor Betha stuck
to his guns. In his autobiography, he gives a vivid point
of view into his life and how we can all overcome no matter what it is that we may go through in life.
What is it that caused MA$E's metamorphosis into Pastor Mason Betha? He was not happy. Pastor Betha
describes his journey as one in which God was constantly vouching for his attention. Pastor Betha became tired
as we all do sometimes. He admits to be tired of all of the
weed, tired of all the sex, and tired of all the evil that was
around him. His journey was one that caused him to go
church one Sunday morning due to an invite from a friend.
He just finished his blunt earlier in the evening, and rolled
to church. Next thing you knew, he was at the altar crying, ready to transform. In this transformation he gave it
all up. He gave away of all his cars, his jewelry, and all
of the women. Even the things that MA$E wanted to keep,
they were either stolen, or destroyed in the process of
change in store for him.
One has to only admire and respect MA$E for the change
he went through. One can only admire and respect his
humbleness. One can only admire and respect the manhood illustrated in becoming Pastor Mason Betha. In a
world where people only live and die for shallow things,
he illustrates that there is a way out and a true turning point.
To be a reigning example in the world of fame and celebrated wealth, and to walk away on top and come back as
a leading example in the world of faith, leads many to optimism. Each of us chooses a path for our specific purposes in life, but there is a thing called redirection.
It is enough to go on and on about Pastor Mason Betha,
but how much did he really stick to his word,. Does he really have a ministry? The answer to the question is yes. He
has a ministry called S.A.N.E. Ministries in Atlanta.
S.A.N.E. stands for "Saving a Nation." The "E" stands
alone as endangered. Endangered in the way that danger
is all around us, and it is in us. According to Pastor Mason
Betha, "I know these young people can get saved. I know
not just because God told me, but because I'm living proof.
He continues, "Some days I cry because I realize how lost
I was and God still saved me."
Here is a man who broke and destroyed all of his awards,
destroyed his music collection, who gave it all up, and
stuck to his word, serving God. He kept his promise, and
he made it. The lesson to be learned here is that we all
have to do self-maintenance at one point in our lives. In
this self-maintenance and transformation, promises must
be made and kept. Pastor Mason Betha is an ode to change,
I challenge you to change the wrong that is in you, as I will
in myself.

"All around the world the same song". Money, drugs,
guns and girls. I'm tired of hearing about those "tired
ass niggas" while I'm trying to do my thing on the dancefloor. You feel me. And what does a good voice become
when it's confined to herendous lirects. Powerless. We
need a change of pace. A change of content, and hopefully, one day there will come a change in condition.
Well, I believe the revolution begins with the beating of
your eardiums. Spinning of records and into D.C., Fertile ground is corning to lock it down.
Fertile Ground is a band from Baltimore who is
accredited for their good vibes. Keyboardist and songwriter James Collins founded fertile Ground in 1997.
Accompanied by the beautiful and talented vocalist
Navasha Daya, the intense diumrning of Marcus Asante,
Ekendra Oras on Percussions, the sensational trumpeter, Fred Dunn, and Craig Alston on saxophone, fertile ground is satisfaction guaranteed
Since their debut CD, Field Songs, Fertile Ground has
expressed a unique, riveting sound, which cannot be
duplicated and must be applauded. Since then they have
shown maturity in their sophomore album entitled "Spiritual War". Their third album "Take me Higher" will
be released Shortly.
The band expresses their versatility with their ability to perform reggae, soul jazz and Latin music. Their
lyrics display a consciousness and vitality. f"ertile

VJP from Bl
"My parents listened to jazz, and all types of 80's
music," she said "I was listening to the Beatles ' NWA '
TC Quest, DOC, Eric B and Rakim."
Timeless and powerful with the usage of her lyrics
she has a way to connect with listeners telling certain
stories of love and loss. Her album that the artist sees
as a representation of her self. "You see me in 'Ice
King"' Res said, "there is a part of me in '700 Mile Sit-

uation'."
"I know you are an Ice King" Res sings on this blatantly honest track. Ice King, in this term, is slang for
drug dealer. She acknowledges the tug of war that is
going on with her and her boyfriend who happens to sell
drugs. Queensbridge rapper and prophet Nas covers the
remix to the 'Ice King' single. A common mistake to
many women, she provides some much-needed sisterto-sister advice.
Through the production of this album she revived a
side of her that had been quietly sleeping. "When working on a song for the album, you can work on a certain
song and you can tell, that you don't want that," she said.

•

Ground has performed with numerous artists of all genres of music such as Chaka Khan, Jill Scott, Eric Benet
Ludakriss and India Arie. They have also rocked with
the poetess Sonya Sanchez.
They have preformed and have a following in Amsterdam, Holland, London, Atlanta, Chicago, New York
city and other places. Fertile Ground is definitely universal.
Another phenomenal sound, which comes from
Washington, D.C, is Earth Queen. Her music has been
acclaimed to be a fusion of Funk, Rock, Jazz and Soul.
Earth Queen Got her big Break at the Apollo, as many
of the talented and influential artist, on Amateur night
where she was the three-time winner. She went on to
open for George Clinton and the P.Funk All-stars. B
Earth Queens Lyrics are very spiritual and does reflect
and recognize her African Heritage. The instrumenta- .
tion includes acoustic and electric Guitar as well as a
bass line.
Also included in the festivities is a fashion show conducted
by
the
Howard University Fashion Club. The Black Panther
Party will also be present
Fertile ground and Earth Queen will be performing in
D.C on March 9 at the Takoma Theatre, 6833 4' h st.
N.W., Wash., D.C.
There will be Two Shows. The First starts at 7pm
and the second begins at 10pm. Tickets can be purchased at the following locations near Howard's campus: Sankofa Books, Soul Vegetarian, Delights of the
A true perfectionist of her craft Res wrote many songs
in the studio and produced many other versions but still
turned them down for the album. "Next year I don't
want to hear my record and be like I don't like this cause
someone made me do this" she said regarding the
numerous songs she turned down. That wasn't the only
thing she wouldn't accept.
The singer who was approached by stellar producer
Bryce Wilson of Groove Theory about joining the project, before Amel Larrieux made it, Res passed it up.
"When I sign the contract, I make this my job," Res said
exemplifying her serious no nonsense work ethic, who
by some has been declared a workaholic.
The singer who started touring last year as an opening act for Maxwell took advantage of her golden
opportunity. She stretched this stint and found space in
her busy schedule to help MTV out. "I love doing
shows" she said. She remained as one of the women
lined up to perform for the Sisters in Hip Hop Tour along
with Mistie, India.Arie, and other acts.
"The hardest thing is balancing it all," Res said "talking to your friends, while waking up at 5 am." The
industry by her album's blueprint is not the most positive atmosphere with her social introspective look of

Garden, The Blue Nile, The House of Kharnit, and Sam
KRecords, all located on Georgia Ave. For more information call 202 265 5125/ 202-612-8242. This is an
experience that must not be missed. Be there!!!

society in 'They Say Vision' where she speaks of the
image the media portrays others. "Man's in every
neighbor, celebrity, in sports in music," she said "no one
person can be one way."
This approach that Res says allows Americans to "put
people on a pedestal," is not right by her standards.
With the numbing events of September ll'h, which
affected the singer, she saw America's approach to the
war as a contradiction.
·
"I was on 42°d street when it happened" she said "I
noticed no one was on the streets." The artist who continued her day as fate was at her front door still had political thought after the tragedy. "It's going on right now
we are not fully aware of everything going on," she said,
"if we were we would be less patriotic people."
While bopping her head to the only good thing that
came out of that hell of a September day, The Blueprint
she realizes something. Res sees what others who
don't gaze in her direction, see. "I have dignity and control," she said "that doesn't sound like anyone else."
And with that control that allows Res to bop her head,
the track skipped to number two ('Takeover') and she
beamed knowing that hers had already been accomplished.

•

•
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In order to escape slavery, this woman hid in a room that was 9 x 7 x 3 feet high for seven years before reaching the North and
freedom.
Email the correct response to hu_lifeandstyle@hotmail and yoou could win a great prize.
* All emails are time monitored by hotmail email systems
From Campaign Al
rotation within the administration. Since last year's dinner, the University has hired
a the new Provost, C. Toy
Caldwell-Colbert, who will
be playing a more integral
role in running the University in the president's absence
to raise money for the carn-paign. Colbert will be making several administrative
changes in the near future.
In January Treasurer,
Thomas Elzey, who helped
Swygert build a new bookstore and the two libraries
under the first Strategic
Framework for Action was
named Chief Financial Officer at Drexel University in
Philadelphia.
The University hired Virgil
Ecton to head University
Advancement over the summer. Ecton, who used to
head the United Negro College Fund and work with
Microsoft and Coca-Cola, is
charged with soliciting
funds from private corporations, firms, and others
resources.
"I think he ( Ecton) definitely will reach his goals,"
Chambers said, "We know
he can accomplish them."
Chambers said the University will not only look for
outside funds, but will also
solicit from within the University.
"I think we all have to
actively engage in fundraising for the University,"
Chambers said, "The Uni-

'

versity cultivates people to
become donors."
In addition to launching the
capital campaign, the University will honor six of its
alumni for excelling in their
respective fields.
The honorees include,
Eddie C. Brown, founder of
the Baltimore based Brown
Capital Management Inc,
Paula H.J. Cholmondeley,
vice president and general
manager of specialty products for Sappi Fine Papers,
· and Dr. John E. Jacob, who
is chairman emeritus of the
Board of Trustees and currently serves as executive
vice president and chief
communications officer for
the Anheuser Busch Companies Inc. The University
will also honor Stacey J.
Mobley , senior vice president, general counsel and
chief administrative officer
of DuPont, and James Sileo!, the first African American project architect for Los
Angeles County and the
University of California. Silcot created a fund in his
name at Howard that has
grown to more than
$200,000.
The University will also
honor the Goldman Sachs
Company for the Corporate
Award.
Grammy Award Winning
Gospel Singer, Yolanda
Adams will provide the
evenings entertainment.

From

Goodman,A 1

orientation along with various other activities
for new entrants.
"My primary responsibility as it relates to this
office is freshman orientation, and making sure
their adjustment to college life is easy with as few
distractions as possible," Goodwin said. "We have
also implemented a parent program during orientation week to make sure parents are just as knowledgeable of the offices and functions of this university as students are."
Recently there has been concern among students
and faculty members that Goodwin's contract
would not be renewed at the end of the semester.
"Students come up to me daily to ask me if I'm
leaving the University, and usually I don't know
how to answer them," Goodwin said. "The provost
is making a decision on the division of student
affairs, which will move a lot of us out of acting
roles into permanent roles, but none of us know
where we are going to be and what we are going to
be doing at the end of the year."
As an undergraduate, Goodwin worked with current acting dean, Belinda Watkins on many different proJects.
"Dean Watkins and I go back to when I was a
leader on campus and the wisdom and knowledge
she imparted on me in many ways helped me to
come to a clear understanding that I could do this
job," Goodwin said. "However, there is a difference from relating to someone as a student and
relating to them as a person. There are different
expectation~ at that point, but you hope that profess1onahsm will always remain in tact."
Students have developed a deep love and adoration for Dean because of his dedication, and question why the University might not renew his contract.
"From my understanding she [Belinda Watkins]
said that he had poor job performance, which
everyone knows it not true," said senior Marques
Grundy. "Maybe she's upset because people come
to him when they need help instead of corning to
her."
To Anna Alexander, president of Arts and Sciences, Goodwin set's the standard for the ideal
administrator.
"He goes out of his way in a way that a lot of
people aren't, and is available in a way that most
people don't realize or understand," Alexander
said. "He compares with other administrators
because he's not the sit behind the desk kind of
administrator. He's wherever students are and
makes sure that every aspect cf students life is
cool."

According to Goodwin, his philosophy about the
office of student activities is a lot different than
other administrators. He feels administrators
should have the student's back and help them with
all aspects of their lives including housing, financial aid, meal plans, and personal.
Goodwin's top concern is the welfare of his students, but to some administrators he's considered
over-the-top.
"I get accused of sticking my nose in other people's business because I'm pretty much everywhere," Goodwin said. "People know I'm responsive to student concerns and good with students,
but they just don't have enough appreciation for
how I do my job."
Some students attribute their success at Howard
to Goodwin's efforts.
"He serves as the middle man between students
and the University because a lot of people simply
don't want to take the time out like he does," said
Grundy. "He is the reason a lot of people are still
at Howard because he makes you feel like it's just
you and him."
Grundy's passion for Goodwin stems from last
semester when he fell ill and was hospitalized.
Goodwin visited him everyday and spent countless
hours with him after his friends and family left the
hospital.
"There is no other administrator who has come
to my rescue like he has," Grundy said. "He has
picked me up from the airport, called me at home
during breaks and always checks on me to make
sure that I'm okay."
According to Grundy, Goodwin is irreplaceable.
His integrity and character precede him in ways
that students can't describe.
As an undergraduate, Goodwin was a resident
assistant, campus pal, army ROTC, HUSA president, and an undergraduate trustee.
His involvement with the university has opened
his eyes to many things the University needs to
change in order to be more effective.
According to Goodwin, Patrick Swygert is trying
to move his administration to a level of consistency
that exceeds the standards.
"I believe the provost [A. Toy Caldwell-Colbert], is definitely about doing the business of the
people, which are students," Goodwin said. "I've
listened to the way she exudes a student's perspective and how she responds to and wants to hear students wants."
Goodwin ascribes his passion for his job to his
experiences as a student leader.
"Once you are a student leader you are always a
student advocate," Goodwin said. "I don't come
here for anyone else but the students.
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''Failure tt> share 011r concerns

and to ~park otliers
to equal cotzcern .•..

is to break.faith witli
tlie detnocratic proces.~ ''
Patricia Roberts Harris (1924-85)
-·----The Patricia Roberts Harris Public Affairs Progran1 of Howard llniversity
is pleased tu announce the
availability of several internships for Summer and Full 2002
Eligibility
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cumulative g.ratlc point average and a 3.0 g.p,N. in the m.ajor area of study.
Gr-J.duateiprofes:::ional :student,; mlL'>t have completed at least one semc~cr or :study at Ho\vfil'd UnivtTiily AND have at
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Ul'otentlal for professional growth and developtnent (to be ~sccrtained fron11nalcria! submitted by the applicant and a
pt.1som1t intervlevi· 'fvitb 1h..: Sdcction Comn1ittee).
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OK.no\vkdgc of the c:a1·e-er and ~1ccornplishn1cnts of Patricia Roberts !1arris.
ll01v to Apply
Tf1e applh:J1llon co-11sis.1s of six parts; ·
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Cuinp!etOO apphcation form
Ollidal Howard University transcript
Sob-mitt.al of a cur1·ent resmnc
Three letters ()f rccommenii'ltion {on recommendaiion iOrrn!j) from Ho,,Yard lJnivcrsity fo.::ulty members and'cir staff
persons. t)rn!liar \vith tl1e aix:01nplisbmenLS t1Cthe apphcanl,

&!!dents'"'\' p'ck q1appliraim, ,uhe l<nlphJ. lltmcn, lrtt<.matiMa!Alf•irs Cent,r(:l218 6lh St.1''\\'l
For further dciails. oontact 1'1;. Carolyn J;t King O( t202 I S0(>-5951.
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MISSIONS \VORK
~ND/OR
COMMtJNITY SERVICE WORK
This Spri11g Break or Su11n,1er

JOIN US FORA
COMMISSIONING PRAYER
Duru1g tlris Sur1day's \Vorslrip Sen~ce at
Andrew Rai1kin ~le111orial Chapel

SlJNDAY, MARCH 10, 2002

11:00 A.M.
Service in Cran1to11 Auditorium
(!'his vVcck's Chapel Speaker: Rev. Dr, Ann Lighn1cr-Fullcr
Pastor, Mount Calvaiy .i\..M.E. Cl1urch, 'l'oit'Son, ~lD)
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Cafe tonight.
Where: National Museum of Natural
History-Smithsonian Institution, 10th
Street and Constitution Avenue NW,
202-357-2700
When: 6-10 pm
Cost: Free

Friday 3/8
Saturday 3/9
Laugh it up ...
With comedian Sandra Bernhard, known for
her role on Roseanne and recent guest spots on
Will & Grace and Ally McBeal.
Where: George Washington University's Lisner Auditorium, 730 21s t Street NW, 301-8086900
When: 8:00 pm
Cost: $25, $30, $35
Dance to a different beat ...
Join the folks at Black Cat tonight for The

Mousetrap, a night of dancing to popular
British and American indie music.
Where: Black Cat, 181114th Street NW, 202432-7328
When: 9:00 pm
Cost: $5

Get a taste of the Groove Gumbo ...
When they perform tonight, featuring W.
Ellington Felton and Unspoken Heard.
Where: Metro Cafe, 1522 14th Street NW, 202588-9118
Cost: $10

Sunday 3/10
Cheap drinks and four leaf clovers ...
Join Fado as they celebrate their fourth anniversary and jump start a week of St. Patrick's Day
festivities. All drinks are $4.
Where: Fado Irish Pub, 808 Seventh Street NW,
202-789-0066
When: 8:00 pm
Cost: Free

At it again ...
The folks at Cherry Red Productions
· are up to their usual disturbing theatre antics with Angel (expletive),
the story of a flesh-eating Omaha
native.
Where: Source Theatre Company,
1835 14th Street NW, 202-298-9077
When: 11 :00 pm
Cost: $15
. End the week ...
With some live music and large, screen films at the IMAX and Jazz

Not Cocktails, but close ...
Come out tonight and catch the finals of DC's
Fastest Bartender Competition, a 21 year old
tradition.
Where: Rumors, 1900 M Street NW, 202- 4667378
When: 9:00 pm
Cost: Free

Monday 3/11
Salt of the earth ...
Explore the beauty of African gems and
· . minerals today; collection includes 24
pieces, featuring a 91.45 carat tourmaline.
Where: National Museum of Natural
History-Smithsonian Institution, 10th
Street and Constitution Avenue NW,

edy about a Brooklyn lawyer who gets his
first case when a relative runs into trouble
down South. Time: 8:00 PM

compiled by Jozen Cummings

Tonight, March 8
Anatomy of a Hate Crime, MTV: "Where
does that kind of hate come from?" That
question--heard in a voiceover by Cy
Carter as the slain Matthew Shepard,echoes throughout this 2001 commercialfree cable docudrama. The film chronicles
the months leading up to Shepard's death,
which occurred in a hospital five days after
he was badly beaten and left tied to a fence
in a field. Time: 7:00 PM
Dude Where's My Car, HBO: A dimwit
(Ashton Kutcher)·searches for his missing
car with the help of a dopey pal (Seann
William Scott). Sort of like American Pie
meets
Mission Impossible. Time: 8:00 PM

It's a cub! ...
Help welcome Berani, the zoo'a new
tiger cub into the world.
Where: National Zoological ParkSmithsonian Institution, 3001 Connecticut Avenue NW, 202- 357-2700
When: 11:00 am-1:00 pm

'

'

Face of darkness ...
Explore the once traditional form of
entertainment with photographer David
Levinthal's exhibit, Blackface.
Where: Alexandria Black History
Resource Center, 638 N. Alfred Street
(entrance on Wythe Street), Alexandria,
703-838-4356
When: 10:00 am-4:00 pmt

•••

ter study. Time: 8:00 PM

Biography, A&E: Corey Feldman hosts
"Hollywood Fast Times Week," which
begins with a history of West Hollywood's
Sunset Strip. The hour recalls the clubs of
the Strip and the celebrities (as well as the
not-so-famous) who have flocked to the
two-mile stretch on Sunset Boulevard,
known for its anything-goes atmosphere.
Time: 8:00 PM

Secrets of World War II, History Channel: "Hitler's Last Hope: The V2 Rocket"
looks at one of the Nazi leader's final projectsr-a missile capable of carrying a
five-ton nuclear weapon. Included: how

Britain's Royal Air Force uncovered and set
about sabotaging the plan. Time: 7:00 PM

A Season on the Brink, ESPN: Brian Dennehy scores a winning performance as controversial basketball coach Bobby Knight in
this 2002 biopic, ESPN's first original
movie production. Based on the acclaimed
book by John Feinstein, the film uses the
turbulent 1985-86 Indiana Hoosiers season
as a backdrop for this deftly handled charac-

PM
Soul Food, ABC Family: Vanessa L.
Williams, Vivica A. Fox and Nia Long star
in this emotional and well-acted I 997 family
drama. The three play willful siblings who
bring their triumphs, disappointments and
families to their mother's house each Sunday for good home cooking and conversation. Time: 8:00 PM

Sunday, March 10

Saturday, March 9

My Cousin Vinny, FX: Joe Pesci and Oscar
winner Marisa Ton1ei star in this 1992 com-

Cost: Free

Hard to Kill, TBS: A true master of martial arts weaponry as well as one of a
handful of true action heroes, Steven Seagal stars in this 1990 action packed crime
story. Seagal plays a detective out to
avenge the murder of his wife and son. Time: 9:00 PM

Indiana Jones Marathon, AMC: For those
of us who still remember one of the greatest
action movie series, AMC comes to the rescue. Harrison Ford stars in both Raiders of
the Lost Ark and Indiana Jones and the Temple ofDoom.

R&B 40: A Soul Spectacular, WB: R&B
and soul artists take a musical stroll down
memory lane in concerts taped in November
200 I at Pittsburgh's Heinz Hall. Performers
include Sam Moore (of Sam and Dave), who
brings down the house with "Soul Man";
Little Anthony and the Imperials, whose
smooth "Hurt So Bad" has the audience on
its feet. Time: 7:00 PM

Mellow Out ...
To the sounds of the Blues Alley Youth Orchestra whose-members have performed with Ella
Fitzgerald, Dizzy Gillespie, and in national jazz
fests.
Where: John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts-Millennium Stage, 2700 F Street
NW, 202-467-4600
When: 6:00 pm
Cost: Free

202- 357-2700
When: 10:00 am-5:30 pm
Cost: Free

at to watc

Takin' it back to the ...
Old school with the Phi Sigma Pi
National Honor Fraternity's Krush
Groove Old Skoal Party.
Where: Blackbum Center Ballroom
When: 10:30pm-2:00 am
Cost: $4

Gladiator Days: Anatomy of a Prison
Murder, HBO: Emmy-winning filmmakers
Marc Levin and Daphne Pinkerson ("Thug
Life in D.C.") probe the ghastly culture of
violence in America's prisons. Included:
interviews with inmates, guards and officials; footage from security cameras. Time:
10:00 PM .
Monday, March 11
Casino, USA: Mob-flick fans- especially
devotees of Martin Scorsese, Robert De
Niro and Joe Pesci.- will enjoy this factbased I 995 drama, which teams that trio for
a third time and also boasts an Oscar-nominated tum from Sharon Stone. Time: 8:00
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Bench play contributes to Lady Bison Victory
By CHAUNA BRYANT
Contributing Writer
The North Carolina A&T Lady Aggies were
able to attend their classes after all on Thursday and
Friday after being routed, 83-53 by the Lady Bison on
Wednesday afternoon in the quarterfinal round of the
Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference tournament in the
Richmond Coliseum.
Howard, the MEAC tournament's top seed
and defending tournament champion, improved their
overall record to 19-9 while the Lady Aggies finished
their season at 4-25.
North Carolina A&T, which was the tournament 11 th seed, advanced to the round after pulling off
a huge upset over sixth seeded Bethune-Cookman
College in Monday's play-in game.
Led by sophomore guard Simone Agee's suffocating defense and her 10 first half points, the Lady
Bison were able to get off to an early lead and never
looked back despite the early efforts of the determined
and hopeful Lady Aggies.
"We were very enthusiastic at the beginning
of the game and even though the shots weren't going,

Once again, Howard's vaunted pressure
defense proved to be a key factor in the game.
"We like to see teams under pressure, we like
to see them break," said Coggins, a Richmond native,
who celebrated her 20th birthday.
Camile Akins, La Toya North, and Tiffany
Norman paced the Lady Aggies, each scoring 10
points. North Carolina A&T shot a woeful 27 percent

from the field and committed 31 turnovers.
The Lady Bison will advance to the semifmal round where they will play the winner of the
Coppin State-Hampton quarterfinal match.

Get a Clue
Camille M. Harvey
ell I stand some what corrected from my
statement from last week regarding how
many people would be at the men's game
on Saturday. The reason why I say somewhat corrected is because I think that Del State bought a
good portion of fan because they actually understood
what the game was about. It was a battle for second place
in the conference. If you were there, you know the outcome. If you picked up The Hilltop on Tuesday, you know
the outcome. There is no need for me to go over that again.
Again here is where I may step on some toes and some people may actually be upset this time. But realistically, those
who get upset know that I am actually telling the truth,
which is what they don't want to hear.
So here's my one of my problems, we have cheerleaders. I think that our cheerleaders might, but some of the
most talented cheerleaders in our conference but there's just
one problem. It seems to me that their purpose has been
misinterpreted. Let's look a little deeper at the situation.
What is exactly is their purpose? Do they serve as entertainment for the crowd or do they serve as inspiration and
motivation for the team in which they cheer? Let's say both.
Everybody who goes to a game likes to "Do It" or "Shake

we were in close proximity to them in scoring," said

Lady Aggie Interim Head Coach Alfonso Scandrett,
who also serves as the athletic director. "But we just
didn't get the shots down, they started pounding us
and we started turning the ball over. Their athletic
ability kind of took us out of our game plan."
The Lady Bison closed out the frrst half by
converting on 12 of 13 shots and sending the Lady
Aggies to the locker room down 49-22.
Freshman guard Daisha Hicks scored ten
points and had four assists and sophomore guard
Essence Coggins who scored 9 points and had six
assists were two players who came from the deep and
talented Howard bench that had great all-around performances.
"Of course I am extremely happy and
pleased with the performance that I got from my
bench," said Lady Bison Head Coach Cathy Parson,
the MEAC Coach of the Year. "I really felt it was the
bench performance today that truly made the difference."

these," but there is a time and a place for everything. There
were some crucial points in Saturday's game where the

The bench set the tone for game by providing 27 of Howard's 49 frrst half points. TI1e Lady
Bison displayed unselfishness and great teamwork as
11 different players scored.
"Today we just got so much additional play
from [so] many people and that typified what kind of
team we have become during the season," said Parson. "We don't have to depend solely on one or two
people to get it done, we can afford to have one or
two players have a bad day and still have a chance to
win."

team needed some crowd participation along the lines of
chants of "Defense" or" Let's Go Bison." What did they
get instead, "Do It." Ladies, please get a clue. Don't play
into the stereotype that cheerleaders don't know what's

•

Aluko Playing a Role In
By Ebony Reid
Contributing Writer
On most basketball teams, there exist the star players
who often receive well-deserved accolades and unlimited attention. And then, there also exists those players
who despite the absence of all the glitz and glamour, play
with an admirable amount of determination that completes the team.
In every sense of the word, players like Seye Aluko
are what make a team truly a team. He may not be the
most visible player on the men's basketball team, but
Aluko has made a strong contribution to the Bison's third
place standing in the Mid-Eastern Atlantic Conference.
The 6' 5" 200 pound sophomore joined the Bison as a
"walk-on," during his freshman year, meaning he was
not recruited for the basketball team and instead just tried
out.
"I played basketball in high school, so when I came to
Howard, !just decided to give it a go and I've stuck with
it since," said the psychology/pre-med major.
And stuck with it he has. Playing from the forward
position, Aluko has proven to be a good "go-to" man.
"Seye has been invaluable to us in rebounding and
scoring," said Bison head coach Frankie Allen. "He
always has the same smile and refreshing attitude,
which makes working with him a pleasure."
Out of the 27 games that Aluko has played in, he has

Bison Briefs
Tennis Anyone?
The Howard University Men and Women's Team has
the following upcoming matches: Men vs. American
University, today at Banneker Court Men/Women at
Norfolk State March, Men/Women at UMES, March
10

e Bison Sucess

started in four. Garnering 93 points, 80 rebounds, four
blocks, 13 assists, and 11 steals; Aluko clearly is an asset
to the Bison.
"Seye brings a lot of energy to the game, said senior
forward center Aki Thomas. "I like to call him the 'Xfactor' because he does a lot of little stuff that is not necessarily seen in the stats, but definitely helps the team."
Aluko's game has improved since the start of the season. In the last five games, he has accumulated 30
points, 29 rebounds, and has increased his playing time
by 10 minutes.
"I had one good game and I got confidence from that
(the game) and a lot of practice," said Aluko. "From
then, things have started to make sense in terms of what
I can do to make the team better."
Aluko's career high 11 rebounds, during the Bison win
against Bethune-Cookman, are demonstrative of Aluko's
potential.
"Seye keeps everything spaced out on the inside,
which helps me," said Thomas. "The game just flows
well when Seye is in there."
Considering that Aluko is a "walk-on," it is amazing
that he has made such a notable performance. Aluko's
strong performance, however, can be attributed to his
high work ethic.
.
"Seye is a very intelligent guy," said Sports Information Director Ed Hill. "He keeps the ball alive because
it is a part of his work ethic."
solation rounds. The championships will begin at 4pm
followed by another consolation round. The individual winners of their weight classes and two wild cards
will be will go to the NCAA Division I Wrestling
Championships which will be march 21-23, in Albany,
NY.

As the Bison compete in the MEAC championship this
week, Aluko will naturally remain hard working and
determined.
"My work ethic exists in everything I do," said Aluko.
"I'm pretty competitive because !just love to win. I love
basketball and I just don't mind working at something
I love."

Aluko's presence on the men's basketball team is like
a necessary piece to the completion of a puzzle.
"Seye is just one of those players that you need on your
team to make it complete," said Allen.

For more information about any of your favorite HU
team, check out the website, www.bisonmania.com
Camille M. Harvey, Sports Editor

Howard Lacrosse to Play Holy Cross
The Howard University Lacrosse team will have a
match tomorrow again Holy Cross University at
Greene Stadium. The game will begin at 1pm.

going on during the game. Pay attention to what's going
on and assess the situation accordingly. If you see that there
is a serious battle going back and forth on the court, start
some chants of 'Let's Go Bison' or 'Defense' or 'Offense'
depending on who has possession of the ball. You never
know what kind of impact this may have on the team. Also,
it's cool to appease the crowd every now and again, but
have some sort of backbone and do cheers that you want
when you want. Don't let Section 8 punk you, stand
strong. That's coming from the first lady of Section 8.
The cheerleadel'S, however, aren't the only people on my
list. The student leaders and those who are vying for the
position have also gotten on my nerves. There is one person who had me some what impressed when he threw out
a number of intercollegiate athletic teams on campus. He,
however, quoted the wrong number of teams. With the
introduction of the women's softball team, there are currently 21 teams on campus. But that isn't the issue. It seems
to me that the only time people might go to a sporting event,
is for the promotion of their personal political ideology.
There is more than just basketball on campus. But the real
issue is that people just don't have a clue. My advice for
all prospective candidates in the future-get a clue about
athletic programs and the school spirit/ school pride issue.
It's good to know the "issues" of the campus, but there are
more problems than just the health center and security. Start
making issues like athletics, school pride and spirit an issue.
If you take these things into c.onsideration you may bring
about some other form of change, to the campus in which
you are trying to influence. So to the cheerleaders and the
student-leaders, get a clue.

Interested in
Sports Writing?
The Hilltop is looking for
Sports Friday reporters.
Attend weekly budget
meeting Tuesday at 7 p.m.
in the Hilltop office, located on the P-level of the
West Towers.

Howard Baseball Season
Wrestling Playoffs to Begin
The Howard University Wrestling Team, one of the
few remaining MEAC schools with a wrestling, will
be competing in the Eastern Regional Championship
this Saturday, March 9, 2002 at Millersville University of Pennsylvania. The Preliminary matches will
begin at I Oam followed by the semifinals and the con-

The Howard Baseball team will have a home game
tomotTow against Elizabeth City. All HU Baseball
games are played at Joe Carmon Stadium, in Glen
Burnie, MD. The baseball team, will also travel to Virginia to battle the Spartans of Norfolk State in a doubleheader, Sunday March 10th .

I

Call 806-4732
or
Email thehilltop@hotmail.com for more info.
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March Madness For Dummies
A Closer Look at the Pherwme,wn Sweeping the Nation
By Camille M. Harvey
Sports Editor

Kentucky who won the Sun Belt conference.
There are 14 conferences whom will be hoping for multiple bids. The conferences include the ACC, the Pac-I 0,
the Big 10, the Big 12, the Big East and the SEC. Then
there are teams that are considered bubble teams. Teams
that traditionally haven't favored well in the Big Dance
but can pose a threat are considered bubble teams. Teams
are also measured by their RPI or Ratings Percentage
Index. The RPI is measured by the strength of the team
schedule and how the team fares against the schedule,
which also includes the average of the team's winning percentage. RPI is just one of the factors to consider when
teams are selected on Selection Sunday.

As March Madness begins to gain momentum, there are
some people who don't have a real clue as to what March
Madness really is. While most people have gotten their
fair share of basketball and wish it would stop coming on
TV every day, there are those who can't get enough. Right
now there are three types of people, people who get the
bracket business and understand the bubble breakdown.
Then there are people who try to care about March Madness, but don't really have a clue as to what is really going
on. Then there are those who just don't care. If you fall
into the first two categories, then read on. If not, read on
anyway, you might find out something interesting.

••

LEARN TO MASTER THE FINANCIAL AID SYSTEM

[I]ffiffi

Tnlullla Rll■a Year Fatsail

o

[u]CDC?ffi CFDDDffiDD®DffiD ill□ctJ~

Not va1111atad an Tlme;a
~rn ffim'Q uoorn rnmmlli oornEP
'Ille floaat;;Ja1 Aid INllce Is. 811uJh■u lnhi Sasstons Dadleated To
IIBID Sl•-JldRbli ........... 'lllelr rat&P ....ns Fer 2002-2083
Sessions Will Be Held In the llab Resnet Area Downstairs

TIIESIIAY Fell. 18 @1Dane -1am
TIIIIIISIIAY Feb. 2 la@1- 4Pm

TIIE~-v l'elL 28 @10am -1am
TIIESIIAY Man:115111 @10am -"'IPID

Selection Sunday which will take place this Sunday on
CBS at 6pm. This will fill in the missing lines in the bracket and will let every team know who will play who and
where. One of the tricky things to understand is that a team
who may traditionally in the East may play in the SouthWest region, team that may play in the South may play
in the MidWest and so on.

Let's break down the basics. There are 65 teams that will
be given the opportunity to compete for the National
Championship. There are 31 teams who will be given an
automatic entry into the Championship bracket. These
teams include those whose conference calls for an automatic bid into the tournament. These teams include winners of the MEAC conference, Atlantic Coast Conference,
Pacific-ID, Northeast Conference, Mountain West Conference and Conference USA. Teams that have already
made their reservations for the Big Dance (a term also
used to describe the National Championship run) include
Gonzga who won the West Coast Conference, Creighton
who won the Missouri Valley Conference, Central Connecticut who won the Northeast Conference and Western

The best way to fully grasp the concept of March Madness is to read all newspapers (including The Hilltop),
magazines talking about basketball and watch everything
associated with basketball. This is a complex time of the
year and only true basketball fans are filled with March
Madness!

TUESDAY ...... 2nd @10am -1am
.11.IRSDAY Allrll 411• @1 - 4Pm

I
Check HusaOnline.org 4 More Info

I

Bison Advance to Semi-Finals
Led by the perimeter shooting of Williams and Ron
Williamson and the powerful inside play of Aki
Thomas, the Bison headed into the locker
room with a commanding 34-17 lead.
"I told them that they've (Williams, Williamson,
Thomas) been our
big three all year long and that coming into the tournament they needed to bring their "A" game and they did
exactly that," Bison head coach Frankie
Allen said.
Toussaint opened up the half scoring seven straight
unanswered points and Pape Ba added two cutting the
Bison's lead to 34-26 with 18:22 remaining in the game.
But the relentless Bison responded with a run of their
own thanks to an
effective full court press and extended their lead to 4626, which pretty much sealed the victory, as the Wild-

maybe put on a run
and bring our intensity up and it worked for a little
while, until they started
pressing us and we just had too many turnovers," Toussaint said.
Williamson finished the game with a team-high 16
points, shooting 4 for 8 from three point range, and
Thomas added 14 points, five rebounds and three
blocks, despite fouling out with 3:39 left in the game.
"We probably all had jitters coming into the game, but
our coaches told us
that as long as we're working hard and we go into the
game giving our I 00
percent full effort, then we'll take whatever happens
and we
came out on top because of that, Thomas said.
Gil Goodrich turned in a superb performance for the
Bison as well, ending the game with nine points, six
assists and only one turnover, and Seye Aluko also
played a key role off the bench, finishing with IO points
and grabbing four rebounds.
"All in all it was a really good effort. We forced

cat's were never able to bounce back.

turnovers when we

Toussaint led the way for BCC with a game-high 24
points and eight rebounds, but it wasn't enough to lead
his team to victory.
"I tried to give us a spark out there on offense and

needed to, capitalized when we needed to and I'm really proud of the
effort from my entire team today," Allen said.

From Al
scorer Richard Toussaint to only six first half points
with their smothering defense,
and for the first time this season ended the half with no
turnovers.

,
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LEARN ABOUT:
• LSAT PREP COURSES
• FINANCIAL AID & SCHOLARSHIPS
• WRITING A PERSONAL ST ATEMENT
ALSO
• VISIT A LAW SCHOOL CLASS

OPEN HOUSE
Howard Universi School of Law
Friday, March 15, 2002
8:00 A to 1:30 PM
rsvp: adnµs~ions@la}Y ..hO\\'ard.e,d u
by Wednesda}r, March 13, 2002
'

VISIT OUR WEBSITE www.law.ho,vard.edu FOR MORE DETAILS
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hat's NewsIn Business and Finance
Recession Is Over,
Seems to Greenspan
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan said the country's first
recession in a decade appears to be
over, although he said the recovery
may be less vigorous than previous
economic rebounds.
"The recent evidence increasingly suggests that an economic expansion is already well under way,"
Mr. Greenspan told the Senate Banking Committee while giving his
twice-yearly report on monetary policy to Congress. He said that "tentative indications" suggest "the contraction phase of this business cycle
has drawn to a close" and that recent
economic data point to a strengthening of both consumer and business
demand.
Among the positive economic
news was a Commerce Department
report that factory orders rose more
than expected in.January,' and a Federa! Reserve beige book report suggesting that the economy is slowly
recovering. Earlier data showed
manufacturing surged in February,
the first month that sector hasn't
shrunk in a year and a half, and
household spending rose smartly in
January.
The beige book, a Federal Reserve survey of regional economic
conditions, found widespread "signs
of improvement" during January
and February. While neither the
manufacturing nor service sectors
have completely shaken off recent
sluggishness, both appear to be on
the mend.

Bush Imposes Tariffs
On Steel Imports
In a .move with far-reaching economic and political consequences,
President Bush extended life support for the beleaguered U.S. steel
industry for a few more years by imposing sweeping tariffs and quotas
on a wide range of steel imports.
A major effect will be to stall the
transformation of the U.S. steel industry, sustaining companies that
are mired in debt and paying high labor costs and that otherwise would
have gone under.
The measures, which will last for
three years, reward the powerful,
unionized, old-line steel mills in key
electoral states such as West Virginia and Pennsylvania. They also
also will be applied selectively, favoring certain U.S. allies in the fight
against terrorism, such as Turkey
and Russia, while slamming countries the Bush administration figures it can afford to anger, such as
the European Union, Japan, China
and South Korea.
Hurt to some extent will be manufacturers across the U.S. that rely
on steel, from a heavy-machinery giant such as Caterpillar Inc. to small
auto-parts makers. But large-volume buyers of steel, such as auto
makers, won't be hit immediately.
They buy steel using contracts of a
year or more and tend to wring the
best prices out of steelmakers.

Letterman to ABC?
Disney Hopes So
Walt Disney Co. Chairman
Michael Eisner and his lieutenants
at Disney and ABC are leading the
charge to dump Ted Koppel's 22year-old, late-night newsmagazine
"Nightline," and replace it with talkshow host David Letterman, whose
contract with CBS expires later this
year.
Whether or not "Nightline"
makes money-ABC corporate executives say it doesn't, and news executives say it makes $13 million a
year-ABC's prime-time schedule is
so distressed that the network can ill
afford to ignore an opportunity to
boost profits anywhere it can. ABC,
a Disney subsidiary which two years
ago had a record year in ad revenue,
has had to give back millions of dollars in commercial inventory to advertisers because of its ratings
shortfall.
The "Nightline" audience, while
almost as large as Mr. Letterman's,

Baseball's Secret Boom

•

•

•

Going Digital
MP3 players have grown in popularity
over the past few years. Figures
represent the number of units sold by
manufacturers to dealers (in thousands).
900~---~----800 700 ------600
500 400 .

300 200 ..
100 .

o 1999 2000 2001 2002•
•estimate

Source: Consumer Electronics Association

skews a lot older, a turnoff to advertisers. A 30-second commercial on
''Nightline" sells for about $30,000,
while a commercial on CBS's "Late
Show with David Letterman" goes
for at least $40,000. A commercial on
tbe top-rated late-night program,
"The Tonight Show with Jay Leno,"
on NBC, costs more than $60,000.

CEO Pay Last Year
Lowest Since '89
Leaders of major U.S. corporations pocketed smaller pay packages
last year than at any time since 1989.
Their reduced remuneration mirrors
similar slumps in many companies'
fortunes.
So concludes an analysis of 100
concerns' latest proxy statements by
pay consultants William M. Mercer
Inc. Salaries and bonuses of surveyed chief executives dropped a
median of 2.9% to $1.24 million. That
is largely because 59 companies
slashed or omitted their leaders'
bonuses, which often are linked to
profitability. Corporate profits sank
a median of 13%, the Mercer study
found. The Mercer analysis mainly
covered corporations whose fiscal
2001 ended before Dec. 31.

Genome Rivals
Trade Accusations
In an attempt to discredit the human genome map produced by J.
Craig Venter and Celera Genomics
Group, leading scientists in the public-sector Human Genome Project
published a paper saying Celera relied too heavily on public data to
have constructed an "independent
genome." In essence, they say Celera simply repackaged public data
collected by the Human Genome
Project, and added a dollop of its
own information.
Dr. Venter denies the assertion,
published in the Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences, calling it "a parlor trick."
At stake in the dispute are bragging rights, a possible Nobel prize
and future federal funding of
genome-decoding efforts. Mapping
of the human genome-all of the
DNA possessed by humans-may
unlock secrets about life, disease
and potential treatments for illness.

Odds & Ends
Hewlett-Packard Co.'s planned
$22.8 billion acquisition of Compaq
Computer Corp., which got a green
light from the Federal Trade Commission Thursday, has been endorsed by Institutional Shareholder
Services Inc., a proxy-advisory company whose clients own a large bloc
of H-P shares, significantly boosting
the deal's chances .... Verizon Commn~ations Inc. said it will lay off
10,000 employees, or 4% of its work
force, making it the latest casualty
in the telecommunications shakeout.
Jay Hershey

How to contact us:
Campus Edition@wsj.com

AT COLLEGEJOURNAL.COM
• Increased hiring by community
colleges may help unemployed Ph.Ds
• Former Olympians build careers
on Wall Street
• How to manage requests for your
salary history during interviews
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Spring Training Tickets
Are Going, GoingSome of C1wnn, Too
By SAM wALKER
icture a baseball league
where sellout games are a
dime a dozen.
Where fans go home grinning no matter who wins.
Where happy taxpayers volunteer to pay for ballparks and almost every team owner stands to
make a tidy profit.
There's a term for this type of hallucination. They call it spring training.
In one of the weirder paradoxes in
the sports world, Major League Baseball is turning out to have higher attendance rates and better profit margins in the month of March than it
does in tbe rest of the year. As exhibition games begin in Florida and Arizona this week, advance ticket sales
are running 10% to 30% ahead of last
year's pace for many teams. Spring
training tickets could actually be
harder to get than tickets for the regular season-even though the games
don't count.
The numbers aren't gigantic: The
average spring-training crowd is
about 6,000, compared with 30,000 in
the big leagues. But baseball's
Grapefruit and Cactus circuits-in
Florida and Arizona, respectively last year drew 2.5 million people. And
with an expected economic impact of
more than $600 million, baseball's
spring tuneup this year will generate
as much cash as the past two Super
Bowls combined.

Fed Up
What's behind the boom? For one
thing, vacationers are less inclined to
fiy or to travel abroad, which could
help hotel occupancy rates in Florida
and Arizona hit 80% this month. But
the biggest lesson here really isn't
that complex: Many fans are just fed
up with the high prices and overstimulation at regular ballparks. After
all, only in spring training can a family of four hit a game for just $40,
without needing binoculars to see the

players.
"Baseball's got it Spring Fling
backwards,"
says Baseball's exhibition season takes place in Florida and Arizona. Here are some highlights and tips on
Florida autograph
collector
Tom watching some of the teams, including how many tickets they sold last spring.
Bunevich. In preseaTickets
son, he says, "they
sold '01
Comments
charge you half as Team/city
much to sit twice as TAMPA AREA
close to the players."
New York Yankees
100%
A payoff for procrastinators? Two hours before game
Not that all of this
time, the box office releases up to 200 tickets to
is entirely new. Tampa
sold-out games-including some choice ones
Spring training was
returned by_the visiting team.
drawing
similar ....................................................................................................................
crowds through 1994, Boston Red Sox
100%
Get 'em while you can-nearly five games are sold
when an ugly ·1abor Fort Myers
out already. Boston-area Sports Travel & Tours says
dispute
torpedoed
it can still get good seats.
the season. Not only
is it back nOw,. it''S arw FLORIDA EAST COAST
guably more popular New York Mets
64%
Surprise! Out-of-the-way location makes tickets
than the real thing:
Port St. Lucie
relatively plentiful. To snag balls and autographs,
Based on preseason
try the $6 bleacher seats.
sales, as many as 20 ....................................................................................................................
H.:;lman Stadium is famous for having easy access to
of baseball's 30 Los Angeles Dodgers 67%
players. Autograph tip: Pick a spot near the clubhouse
teams could sell Vero Beach
more of tbeir ticket
on Vin Scully Way-the path players take into
inventory
during
the ballpark.
spring training than ARIZONA
they do in the regUlar
Weekday games are cheaper and less crowded;
season. This in- San Francisco Giants 84%
$8 lawn seats offer close view of the bullpen.
cludes
everyone Scottsdale
And there's even nightlife here after the game-rare in
from the Yankees
(100% sold in Tampa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . spring
training locales.
. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .
last year, 71% sold in Chicago Cubs
73%
Biggest park in spring leagues rarely sells out. Terrace
the Bronx) to the
seats are good on hot days (they're covered) and team
Philadelphia Phillies Mesa
lets fans in free after the seventh inning.
(72% sold in Florida,
compared with only
37% up nortb).
you're not making money on spring
ballparks so uniformly charmless.
The success of spring training
training," says Giants executive Bob
Not only did the Yankees build a
may be more tl)an a little awkward
Quinn, "you're doing it all wrong."
scaled-down replica of Yankee Stafor tbe barons of baseball, who just
dium in Tampa, they outfitted it witb
Fewer
Freebies
got finished moaning to Congress
luxury boxes, $6 parking lots and
about tbeir lousy finances. If you beSadly for the fans, some of the
concession stands that sell $70 sweatlieve the league's own numbers, the
simpler pleasures of spring training
shirts. Total seating: about 10,000.
Boston Red Sox lost about $13 million
are disappearing in the increasingly
Next year, the Kansas City Royals
on operations in 2001. But according
businesslike atmosphere. Teams are
and Texas Rangers will take tbe
to Ryan Richeal, tbe team's Florida
boosting security, for example. The
trend even further, opening a pubdirector, Boston's spring-training opChicago Cubs in Mesa, Ariz., won't
licly funded, $45 million playpen near
erations are squarely in the black.
allow kids to bring bats and balls into
Phoenix big enough for the teams to
"We are doing very well," he says.
their park for autographs this year,
share. Good luck trying to track down
Ditto for the San Francisco Giand the Giants are fencing off their
Texas shortstop Alex Rodriguez durants. For a team that lost $139,000 on
player parking lot. Batting practice
ing workouts at this place-it's going
operations last season, they sure
also won't be tbe same: As part of a
to have 14 practice fields. And inhave a lot of eager ticket buyers in
$50,000 security plan at their facility
stead of mingling with fans on their
Scottsdale, Ariz. Ticket sales for the
in Vero Beach, Fla., tbe Dodgers
way to the dugout, players will use a
team's Cactus League ballpark are
won't let fans watch free anymore.
private tunnel from the clubhouse.
up 30% this year. And with at least
As owners scramble for more dolWill it rival the size of the Yankees'
nine of their 13 games expected to sell
lars, they're adopting some of the
ostentatious park?
out, team officials say professional
same corporate indulgences and
Architects say no. It'll be about
scalpers are starting to appear. "If
marketing feints that can make new
500 seats larger.

Tech Firms
See lncroose
In Viruses
By DON CLARK
n exhaustive annual survey
shows another jump in the
spread of computer viruses,
and security experts see the
problem evolving in some
new directions.
A sample of 300 North American
companies and other organizations
surveyed by !CSA Labs experienced
1.2 million incidents involving malicious computer code on 666,327 computers during the 20-month period
that ended Aug. 31. At the end of that
period, the respondents had a
monthly average of 103 virus infections per 1,000 computers they operate, up 13%from 91 infections a month
in a survey conducted in 2000, according to !CSA, a unit of TruSecure Corp.
of Herndon, Va.
That is about the same percentage
increase as reported in 2000 over 1999.
Only 28% of respondents said they
had experienced a virus disaster, defined as 25 or more personal computers or servers infected at the same
time. In the prior year's survey, 51%of
respondents reported such disasters.
But the most-damaging virus of 2001,
known as Nimda, broke out after the
survey had begun, so the disaster
numbers are probably understated,
researchers said.
The Internet and electronic mail
have been tbe major factors accelerating the spread of viruses and related
programs, known as worms. Most are
carried in file attachments and are activated when users click on tbem. For
example, some European computer
users last week received a worm program with the subject line "Britney
pies," apparently designed to exploit
the celebrity of singer Britney Spears.
The !CSA survey suggests that the
prevalence of viruses in e-mail attachments may have hit its high-water
mark. For one thing, more companies
have deployed software that filters out
suspect file types before they infect
corporate networks.
But new propagation tactics are
probably a bigger factor. Writers of
maliciovs code are increasingly coming up with ways to spread tbem in email without attachments. Some are
based on programming features,
known as scripting, that can be limited by changing settings in a user's
Web browser. Yet even trickier variants are on the way.
"There are futuristic attacks we
can't talk about that don't even require scripting, " said Peter Tippett,
TruSecure's chief technology officer.
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are due, paid in full, the
Tuesday before
publication date.
Announcements by campus
organizations for meetings,
seminars or nonprofit are
charged as individuals
advertising for the
purpose of announcing a
service, buying or selling are
charged $5 for the first 20 words
and $1 for every additional five
words. Local companies are
charged $10 for first 20 words
and $2 for every 5 words thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for the
first 10 words and $1 for every
additional 5 words.
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STUDENT ALUMNI
NETWORKING SESSION

Spring Break with STS,
Americas #1 Student Tour

The Howard University StuOperator. Promote trips
dent Alumni Group invites you to

on-campus earn cash and free trips.

Remember F.E.V.A..... Coming Soon

Info/Reservations

SKOOLPARTY

ELEMENTS

a networking roundtable with

Record Comapny seeks student interns/

TONIGHT-10:30

volunteers interested in working with their

INBLACKBURNONLY$4 !!!

promotions department distributing

T CKETS CRAMTON

flyers/posters call (202)581-4848 Today

DOOR PRIZES & DANCE

Alumni in:

800-648-4849

Entertainment

www.ststravel.com

Non-Profit

ATTENTION

Media Relations and Advertis-

All Student Designers

CON'I'EST

ing

The Howard University Entrepreneurial

Entrepreneurship

Society is hosting its

Graduate School

Annual Fashion Extravaganza.

Admission

If you are intersted in having your designs

Saturday, March 30, 2002

showcased, please contact

West Ballroom,

Florence at 202-865-9511 or

Blackburn Centerll:00am-

fpittman00@hotmail.com

1:30pm

Remember F.E.V.A

SPACEISLIMITED,RSVP:

Coming Soon ..... Elements

Ebony Jackdon,
(202) 806-5857, or

EACH AND EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT

elijackson@howard.ed

'

~

Tutor Counselors are needed

-

for six-week summer residential
program.Juniors,Seniors,or
Graduate students with
proficiency in one or more of
following areas should apply.
Mathematics,Science, Engineering, Computer Science, English,
Nexi -to MCI Center

or Spanish.
Applicants must have a 2.33 or
better GPA. $1500 plus room
and board. Applications are
available Howard University

·-------------------------------------------LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

D.I ANALYZE - PHAT CAT

MUZIK NASHUN

HIP-tK)f>, co.Go. R&8

REGGAE, SOC.A, CALYPSO

Dress to lmpre•s

TRIO Programs
Undergraduate Library Room

Propel' ID Required

L-41

No othlettc weor* ho'is

For more info~

hi ♦

us.@ 202.257.3151

.palladiu

(202) 806-5132

de.co

INTERES;T ED IN HELP;I NG YOUTH?
EARNING A DEGRE'E ?
STARTING A N
CAREER?
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